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I. DETERMINATION OF VIOLATION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. This is a civil administrative enforcement action instituted pursuant to Section 

9006 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, commonly referred to as the Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), 42 U.S.C. § 6991e, and the 

Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil 

Penalties, Issuance of Compliance Orders or Corrective Action Orders and the 

Revocation, Termination or Suspension of Permits ("Consolidated Rules of 

Practice"), codified at Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations ("40 CFR") Part 

22. Complainant is the UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

AGENCY ("EPA"). Respondents are SUNRISE VALERO MARKET aka SUNRISE 

OIL, INC. ("Sunrise") and SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ-IBARRA ("Rodriguez-Ibarra"), 

(collectively, "Respondents"). 

2. From at least May of 2007 through the present, Respondent Sunrise owned and 

operated a gasoline service station located at 4811 East Sunrise Drive, Tucson, 



Arizona (the "Facility"). 

3. The Facility's EPA identification number is AZ-o80521A. 

4- From at least May of 2007 through the present, Respondent Rodriguez-Ibarra 

operated a gasoline service station located at the Facility. 

5· From at least May of 2007 through the present, there have been two (2) 

underground storage tanks ("UST") systems located at the Facility. Although 

each UST has a 20,000 gallon capacity, one of them is compartmentalized into 

two 10,000 gallon capacity tanks. From at least May of 2007 through the 

present, each UST system consisted of an UST and the underground pressurized 

piping connected to the tank. 

6. The USTs at the Facility were installed in approximately 1999. 

7- From at least May of 2007 through the present, the UST systems at the Facility 

consisted of tanks and underground pressurized piping constructed of dual wall 

fiberglass reinforced plastic. 

8. From at least May of 2007 through the present, the USTs at the Facility each 

contained petroleum products (i.e., unleaded gasoline). 

9. This Determination of Violation, Compliance Order and Notice of Right to 

Request a Hearing ("Complaint") serves as notice that EPA, on the basis of 

information available to it, has determined that Respondents violated Section 

9003 ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. §6991b, and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto 

at 40 CFR §§28o.2o(b)(2), 280.2o(c), and 280-45. 

B. JURISDICTION 

10. Respondent Sunrise is a "person" as defined in Sections 1004(15) and 9001(5) of 

RCRA, 42 U.S.C. §§6903(15) and 6991(5), and 40 CFR §280.12. 
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11. Respondent Rodriguez-Ibarra is a "person" as defined in Sections 1004(15) and 

9001(5) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. §§6903(15) and 6991(5), and 40 CFR §280.12. 

12. From at least May of 2007 to the present, Respondent Sunrise has been and is an 

"owner" of the USTs at the Facility within the meaning of RCRA Section 9001(4), 

42 USC §6991(4), and 40 CFR §280.12. 

13. From at least May of 2007 to the present, Respondent Sunrise has been and is an 

"operator" of the USTs at the Facility within the meaning of RCRA Section 

9001(3), 42 USC §6991(3), and 40 CFR §280.12. 

14. From at least May of 2007 to the present, Respondent Rodriguez-Ibarra has been 

and is an "operator" of the USTs at the Facility within the meaning ofRCRA 

Section 9001(3), 42 USC §6991(3), and 40 CFR §280.12. 

15. Since at least May of 2007, the USTs at the Facility are each an "underground 

storage tank" within the meaning of RCRA Section 9001(10), 42 USC §6991(10), 

and 40 CFR §280.12. 

16. Since at least May of 2007, the USTs at the Facility are each used to store and 

dispense "petroleum" within the meaning ofRCRA Section 9001(6), 42 USC 

§6991(6). 

17. Since at least May of 2007, the USTs at the Facility are each used to store and 

dispense a "regulated substance" within the meaning of 40 CFR §280.12. 

18. Since at least June of 2005, the USTs at the Facility are each "petroleum UST 

systems" within the meaning of 40 CFR §280.12. 

19. Since at least May of 2007, the USTs at the Facility are each a "new tank system" 

within the meaning of 40 CFR §280.12. 

20. Respondents are, therefore, subject to the federal regulations adopted pursuant 

to Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 USC §6991b. 

21. Federal regulations establishing standards for the design, installation, operation 
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and closure of USTs, 40 CFR Part 280, became effective on December 22, 1988. 

22.0n or about May 21, 2008, and June 23, 2009, EPA conducted inspections at the 

Facility. EPA evaluated the evidence obtained and findings made during the 

2008 and 2009 inspections of the Facility and other information supplied by the 

Respondents, and has determined that Respondents have violated RCRA Section 

9001 et seq., 42 USC §6991 et seq., and 40 CFR §§280.20(b)(2), 280.20(c), and 

280-45· 

23. By violating the statutory requirements of RCRA Subtitle I and the regulatory 

requirements adopted thereto, Respondents are subject to the powers vested in 

the EPA Administrator by Section 9006 of RCRA, 42 USC § 6991e. 

24. Section 9006 of RCRA, 42 USC § 6991e, authorizes the EPA Administrator to 

issue orders requiring compliance immediately or \Vithin a specified time for 

violation of any requirement of Subtitle I of RCRA, Section 9001 et seq., 42 USC 

§6991 et seq. 

25. The Administrator has delegated the authority under Section 9006 of RCRA to 

the EPA Regional Administrator for Region IX, who has redelegated this 

authority to the Director of the Waste Management Division. 

C. VIOLATIONS 

COUNT I: Failure to Maintain Records Demonstrating That Annual Line Tightness 
Tests Were Conducted or Monthly Monitoring on Pressurized Piping Was Performed 

26. Paragraphs 1 through 25, above, are incorporated herein by this reference as if 

they were set forth here in their entirety. 

27. 40 CFR §280-41(b)(1)(ii) requires that owners and operators provide release 

detection for underground piping that routinely contains regulated substances. 

Where the piping conveys such substances under pressure, the regulation 
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requires, among other things, that the piping have an annual line tightness test 

conducted in accordance with 40 CFR §280-44(b) or have monthly monitoring 

conducted in accordance with 40 CFR §280.44(c). 

28. 40 CFR §280-45 requires that all UST system owners and operators maintain 

records in accordance with 40 CFR §280.34 demonstrating compliance with all 

applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 280 Subpart D, including, among other 

things, the results of any release detection testing, sampling or monitoring for at 

least one year (or such other time period as the implementing agency may 

determine). 

29. The implementing agency (Arizona Department of Environmental Quality) has 

not designated any alternative time period for the maintenance of release 

detection testing, sampling or monitoring records and the one year period thus 

applies to this Facility. 

30.From at least May 21, 2007 through June 23, 2009, the piping for the UST 

systems at the Facility was pressurized. 

31. During the May 21, 2008 inspection, the Respondents were unable to produce 

any records demonstrating that the piping had had an annual line tightness test 

within the previous year or was being monitored monthly during that time 

period. 

32. During the June 23, 2009 inspection, the Respondents were again unable to 

produce any records demonstrating that the piping had had an annual line 

tightness test within the previous year or was being monitored monthly during 

that time period. 

33. Therefore, on or about May 21, 2008 and on or about June 23, 2009, 

Respondents failed to maintain records demonstrating complian~e with the 

annual line tightness test requirements of 40 CFR 280-41(b)(1)(ii) for at least a 
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year. 

34. Thus, Respondents violated Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6gg1b, and 40 

CFR §280-45 on two separate occasions. 

COUNT II: Failure to Maintain Records Demonstrating Performance ofAnnual 
Maintenance o(Leak Detection for Piping 

35. Paragraphs 1 through 34, above, are incorporated herein by this reference as if 

they were set forth here in their entirety. 

36.40 CFR §280.44(a) requires, among other things, that each method of release 

detection for piping used to meet the requirements of 40 CFR §280.41 be 

conducted so that an annual test of the operation of the leak detector is 

performed in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements. 

37.40 CFR §280-45 requires that all UST system owners and operators maintain 

records in accordance with 40 CFR §280.34 demonstrating compliance with all 

applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 280 Subpart D, including, among other 

things, written documentation of all calibration, maintenance and repair of 

release detection equipment permanently located on-site for at least a year after 

the servicing work is completed or another reasonable time frame determined by 

the implementing agency. 

38. During the May 21, 2008 inspection, Respondents were unable to produce any 

records demonstrating that the Facility undertook, within the year previous to 

the inspection, an annual test of the operation of the release detection for the 

piping at the Facility in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements. 

39. During the June 23, 2009 inspection, Respondents were unable to produce any 

records demonstrating that the Facility undertook, within the year previous to 

the inspection, an annual test of the operation of the release detection for the 
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piping at the Facility in accordance with the manufacturer's requirements. 

40. The implementing agency for the Facility has not determined that any time frame 

other than a one year period is appropriate with respect to the maintenance of the 

records demonstrating calibration, maintenance and repair of release detection 

equipment. 

41. Therefore, on or about May 21, 2008 and on or about June 23, 2009, 

Respondents failed to maintain for at least a year records demonstrating 

compliance with the requirements relating to calibration, maintenance and repair 

of release detection equipment pursuant to 40 CFR 280-44(a). 

42. Therefore, Respondents have violated Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6991b, 

and 40 CFR §280.45 on two separate occasions. 

COUNT III: Failure to Maintain Records Regarding Performance of Calibration [or or 

Maintenance of Automatic Tank Gauge 

43. Paragraphs 1 through 42, above, are incorporated herein by this reference as if 

they were set forth here in their entirety. 

44.40 CFR §280.40(a)(2) requires owners and operators of new and existing UST 

systems to provide a method or combination of methods of release detection that, 

among other things, is installed, calibrated , operated, and maintained in 

accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, including routine maintenance 

and service checks for operability or running condition. 

45. 40 CFR §280-45 requires that all UST system owners and operators maintain 

records in accordance with 40 CFR §280.34 demonstrating compliance with all 

applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 280 Subpart D, including, among other 

things, written documentation of all calibration, maintenance and repair of 
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release detection equipment permanently located on-site for at least a year after 

the servicing work is completed or another reasonable time frame determined by 

the implementing agency. 

46. During the May 21, 2008 inspection, the Respondents failed to produce records 

demonstrating that they calibrated or maintained the automatic tank gauge 

release detection system in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 

47. During the June 23, 2009 inspection, the Respondents failed to produce records 

demonstrating that they calibrated or maintained the automatic tank gauge 

release detection system in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 

48. Therefore, on or about May 21, 2008 and on or about June 23, 2009, 

Respondents failed to maintain for at least a year records demonstrating 

compliance with the requirements relating to calibration or maintenance of the 

automatic tank gauge release detection system in accordance with the 

manufacturer's instructions pursuant to 40 CFR 280-40(a)(2). 

49. Therefore, Respondents have violated Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6991b, 

and 40 CFR §280.45 on two separate occasions. 

COUNT IV: Failure to Provide a Spill or Overfill Prevention System for a New Tank 

System 

so. Paragraphs 1 through 49, above, are incorporated herein by this reference as if 

they were set forth here in their entirety. 

51. 40 CFR §280.2o(c) requires, among other things, that owners and operators of 

new tank systems (i.e., those tank systems installed after December 22, 1988 per 

40 CFR §280.12) use spill prevention equipment that will prevent a release of 

product to the environment when the transfer hose is detached from the fill pipe. 

52. During the June 23, 2009 inspection, the inspectors observed that the spill 
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bucket for part of the compartmentalized tank was damaged and needed to be 

repaired or replaced. 

53- To date, Respondents have failed to provide to EPA any documentation or 

evidence that the spill bucket at the Facility has been repaired. 

54. Therefore, commencing since at least on or about June 23, 2009 and continuing 

through to the present, Respondents have violated and continue to violate 

Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6991b, and 40 CFR §28o.2o(c). 

COUNT V: Failure to Provide Cathodic Protection for Metal Piping 

55· Paragraphs 1 through 54, above, are incorporated herein by this reference as if 

they were set forth here in their entirety. 

56.40 CFR §280.20(b)(2) requires that, for new tank systems, the piping that 

routinely contains regulated substances and is in contact with the ground be 

properly designed constructed and protected from corrosion in accordance with a 

code of practice developed by a nationally recognized association or independent 

testing laboratory. 

57· During the June 23, 2009 inspection, the inspectors observed that the turbine 

sump for part of the compartmentalized UST system contained 21 inches of 

standing water. The inspectors observed that the metal connector piping in the 

sump had had corrosion. 

58. Respondents provided documentation to EPA demonstrating that standing water 

in the turbine sump for part of the compartmentalized UST system had been 

removed as of at least October 1, 2009. 

59· Therefore, from at least on or about June 23, 2009 through to on or about 

October 1, 2009, Respondents violated Section 9003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6991b, 

and 40 CFR §28o.2o(b)(2). 
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D. CIVIL PENALTY 

6o. Section 9006(d)(2) of RCRA, 42 USC §6991e(d)(2), as adjusted by the Debt 

Collection Improvement Act of 1996, see 69 Fed. Reg. 7121 (Feb. 13, 2004) and 74 

Fed. Reg. 75340 (Dec. 11, 2008), authorizes a civil penalty of up to ELEVEN 

THOUSAND DOLLARS ($11,000) per day for violations of any requirement or 

standard promulgated by EPA under Section 9003 of Subtitle I of RCRA, 42 

U.S.C. §6991b, occurring after March 15, 2004 through January 12, 2009 and up 

to SIXTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($16,ooo) per day for violations ofany such 

requirement or standard occurring after January 12, 2009. Therefore, 

Complainant requests that the Administrator assess a civil penalty against 

Respondents of up to $11,000 per day, as appropriate, for each day during which 

a violation cited in the above-listed Counts occurred or continued through 

January 12, 2009 and up to $16,ooo per day, as appropriate, for each day during 

which a violation cited in the above-listed Counts occurred or continued after 

January 12, 2009. 

Count I -Failure to Maintain Records Demonstrating That Annual Line Tightness 
Tests Were Conducted or Monthly Monitoring on Pressurized Piping Was Performed 

61. This violation caused a situation resulting in a substantial adverse effect on the 

regulatory program. The Respondents deviated from the requirements of the 

regulation or statute to such an extent that there is substantial noncompliance. 

62. The violation occurred on at least two separate occasions: May 21, 2008 and June 

23, 2009. Thus, the maximum penalty for the first occurrence of the violation, 

which happened on or about May 21, 2008, should be assessed at up to $11,000 

per day. The maximum penalty for the second occurrence of the violation, which 

happened on or about June 23, 2009, should be assessed at up to $16,ooo per 
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day. 

Count II -Failure to Maintain Records Demonstrating Performance of Annual 
Maintenance of Leak Detection for Piping 

63. This violation caused a situation resulting in a substantial adverse effect on the 

regulatory program. The Respondents deviated from the requirements of the 

regulation or statute to such an extent that there is substantial noncompliance. 

64. The violation occurred on at least two separate occasions: May 21, 2008 and June 

23, 2009. Thus, the maximum penalty for the first occurrence of the violation, 

which happened on or about May 21, 2008, should be assessed at up to $11,ooo 

per day. The maximum penalty for the second occurrence of the violation, which 

happened on or about June 23, 2009, should be assessed at up to $16,ooo per 

day. 

Count III- Failure to Maintain Records Regarding Performance of Calibration for or 
Maintenance of Automatic Tank Gauge 

65. This violation caused a situation resulting in a substantial adverse effect on the 

regulatory program. The Respondents deviated from the requirements of the 

regulation or statute to such an extent that there is substantial noncompliance. 

66. The violation occurred on at least two separate occasions: May 21, 2008 and June 

23, 2009. Thus, the maximum penalty for the first occurrence of the violation, 

which happened on or about May 21, 2008, should be assessed at up to $11,000 

per day. The maximum penalty for the second occurrence of the violation, which 

happened on or about June 23, 2009, should be assessed at up to $16,000 per 

day. 
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Count IV- Failure to Provide a Spill or Overfill Prevention System (or a New Tank 

System 

67. This violation caused a situation resulting in a substantial or continuing risk to 

human health and the environment and had a substantial adverse effect on the 

regulatory program. The Respondents deviated from the requirements of the 

regulation or statute to such an extent that there is substantial noncompliance. 

68. The violation occurred from on or about June 23, 2009 through the present and, 

thus, the maximum penalty should be assessed at up to $16,000 per day. 

Count V- Failure to Provide Cathodic Protection (or Metal Piping 

6g. This violation caused a situation resulting in a substantial or continuing risk to 

human health and the environment and had a substantial adverse effect on the 

regulatory program. The Respondents significantly deviated from the 

requirement of the regulation or statute, but to some extent has implemented the 

requirement as intended. 

70. The violation occurred from at least on or about June 23, 2009 through on or 

about October 1, 2009. Thus, the maximum penalty should be assessed at up to 

$16,ooo per day. 

II. COMPLIANCE ORDER 

71. Stop All Non-Compliant UST Activities. Respondents shall immediately 

stop all UST -related activities except those in compliance with Sections 9001 et 

seq. ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. §§6991 et seq.; and 40 CFRPart 280. 

72. Specifically, Respondents shall provide evidence of a return to compliance with 

respect to the repair of the spill bucket at the Facility. 
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73. Respondents shall send evidence documenting its compliance with this Order 

within 30 days of the date this Compliance Order becomes effective by email, fax, 

hand delivery, overnight express or certified mail to: 

LaDonna Thomas (WST -8) 
Waste Management Division 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Region IX 
75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

74- In the event Respondents are unable to complete a specific compliance action 

identified in this Order prior to the deadline provided in the Order, Respondents 

may request a one-time extension, not to exceed thirty (30) days, for that activity. 

At the time of the request, Respondents shall submit a description of the work 

that requires the extension, provide a detailed justification for the extension, 

including an explanation why Respondents are or were unable to complete the 

action in a timely manner, and a schedule for completion of the action. Any 

request for extension shall be filed as early as practicable, but in no event later 

than fifteen (15) days prior to the deadline provided in the Order. Whether or not 

to grant the extension shall be within Complainant's discretion. 

III. NOTICE OF RIGHT TO REQUEST A HEARING 

A. PUBLIC HEARING 

75· In accordance with Section goo6(b) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6991e(b), the 

Compliance Order set forth herein shall become final unless Respondents file an 

Answer and a request for public hearing in writing no later than thirty (30) days 
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after the Effective Date of this Complaint with the Regional Hearing Clerk, 

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX, 75 Hawthorne St., 

San Francisco, California 94105. A copy of the Answer and request for hearing 

and copies of all other documents relating to these proceedings filed with the 

Regional Hearing Clerk should be sent to Mimi Newton (ORC-3), Assistant 

Regional Counsel, at the same address. 

76. The Answer must clearly and directly admit, deny or explain each of the factual 

allegations contained in the Complaint with regard to which Respondent has any 

knowledge. A failure to admit, deny or explain any material fact or allegation 

contained in this Complaint will constitute an admission of the allegation. Where 

Respondents have no knowledge of a particular factual allegation and so state, 

the allegation is deemed denied. The Answer must also state (1) the 

circumstances or arguments which are alleged to constitute the grounds of 

defense, (2) the facts which Respondents intend to place at issue, (3) the basis for 

opposing any proposed relief, and (4) whether a hearing is requested. 

77. If Respondents fail to file a written Answer within thirty (30) days ofthe 

Effective Date of this Complaint, Respondents may be found in default. Either of 

the Respondent's default will constitute an admission of all facts alleged in the 

Complaint and a waiver of that Respondent's right to a hearing. 

78. If Respondents request a public hearing, it will be held in a location determined 

in accordance with the Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the 

Administrative Assessment of Civil Penalties, Issuance of Compliance or 

Corrective Action Orders, and the Revocation/Termination or Suspension of 
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Permits, 40 C.F.R. Part 22, a copy of which accompanies the Complaint. The 

hearing will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative 

Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 et seq., and 40 C.F.R. Part 22. Respondents may 

request a hearing on any material fact alleged in the Complaint, or on the 

appropriateness of any proposed penalty, compliance or corrective action order. 

79. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 22.7(c) of the Consolidated Rules of Practice, where a 

pleading or document is served by first class mail or commercial delivery service, 

but not by overnight or same-day service, five (5) days shall be added to the time 

allowed by these rules for the filing of a responsive pleading or document. 

B. INFORMAL SETTLEMENT 

So. Whether or not Respondents request a hearing, Respondents may confer 

informally with EPA to discuss the alleged facts, violations and amount of the 

penalty. An informal conference does not, however, affect Respondents' 

obligations to file written Answers within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date of 

the Complaint. The informal conference procedure may be pursued 

simultaneously with the adjudicatory hearing procedure. 

81. In addition to the compliance deadline set forth in the Order above, any 

settlement reached as a result of an informal conference will be embodied in a 

written Consent Agreement and Final Order. The issuance of the Consent 

Agreement and Final Order will constitute waiver of the settling Respondent's 

right to a hearing on any matter to which that Respondent stipulated. 

82. If a settlement cannot be reached through an informal conference, the filing of a 

written Answer within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date of this Complaint will 
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preserve the Respondents' respective rights to a hearing. 

83. EPA encourages all parties against whom a penalty is proposed to explore the 

possibility of settlement. To request an informal conference, Respondents should 

contact Mimi Newton, ORC-3, Assistant Regional Counsel, Office of Regional 

Counsel, at the above address, telephone number (415) 972-3941. 

IV. EFFECTIVE DATE 

84. This proceeding is initiated by the filing of this Complaint with the Regional 

Date 

Hearing Clerk. For calculation of time frames provided herein, the "Effective 

Date" of this Complaint is the date of Service. Service is complete when the 

return mail receipt is signed by the Respondents or a duly authorized 

representative of the Respondents, in accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. 

§§ 22.5(b) and 22.7(c). 

JUN 21 2010 
Jeff Scott 
Director 
Waste Management Division 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that the original of the foregoing Determination of Violation, 

Compliance Order, and Notice of Right to Request a Hearing was filed with the Regional 

Hearing Clerk, Region IX, and that a copy was sent, along with a copy of 40 CFR Part 22 

Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil 

Penalties and the Revocation or Suspension of Permits, certified mail, return receipt 

requested, to: 

Date 

Certified Mail No.: 7000-1670-0009-3~2-4451 

Mr. Samuel Ibarra Rodriquez 
4811 East Sunrise Drive 
Tucson, Arizona 85 718 
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Underground Storage Tanks 
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U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For Violations of UST 
Regulations OSWER Directive 9610.12 November 14, 1990 

Directive Organization 

NOTICE 

1. INTRODUCTION TO UST PENALTY GUIDANCE 
• 1.1 U.S. EPA Penalty Authority 
• 1.2 Overview of the UST Enforcement Process 
• 1.3 UST Penalty Assessment Framework 

2. DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 
• 2.1 Definition of Economic Benefit Component 
• 2.2 Avoided Costs 
• 2.3 Delayed Costs 

3. DETERMINING THE GRAVTIY·BASED COMPONENT 
3.1 Determining the Matrix Value 

• 3.1.1 Extent of Deviation from Requirements 
• 3.1.2 Potential for Harm 

3.2 Violator· Specific Adjustments 
3.2.1 Degree of Cooperation/Noncooperation 

• 3.2.2 Degree of Willingness or Negligence 
• 3.2.3 History of Noncompliance 
• 3.2.4 Other Unique Factors 

3.) Envlronmenta_l Sensitivity Multiplier 
3.4 Days of Noncompliance Multiplier 

4. SETILEMENT ADJUSTMENTS 
S.USE OF FIELD CITATIONS 
FOOTNOTES 
APPENDICES 

A: Matrix Values for Selected Violations of Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 
8: UST Penalty Computation Worksheet 
C: UST Penalty Computation Examples (PDF) (31 ,1~, 1 21-1B, About PDF) 

NOTE: The document you are viewing is an HTML facsimile of OSWER Directive 9610.12 that has been 
reformatted for the Internet. This version maintains as much as possible of the original document Integrity. Only 
a couple of non·essentlal elements are missing, namely facsimiles of the OSWER Directive cover page, and EPA 
Form 1315·17 (the Directive Initiation Request). Also, the original typed document had the directive number as a 
header on each page--in this version the directive number appears at the beginning of each new section. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

NOTICE 
The procedures set forth in this document are intended solely for the guidance of the U.S. EPA. They are not 
Intended, and cannot be relied on, to create rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable by any party In 
litigation with the United States government. The U.S. EPA reserves Its right to act at variance with this guidance 
and to change It at any time without public notice. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO UST PENALTY GUIDANCE 

http://www.epa.gov/oust/directiv/od961012.htm 6/15/2010 



U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For Violations ofUST Regulations OSWER Directive 961 0 .... Page 2 of 15 . 

This document provides guidance to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency {EPA) Regional Off1ces on calculating 
civil penalties against owner/operators of underground storage tanks (USTs) who are in violation of the UST 
technical standards and financial responsibility regulations. The methodology described In this guidance seeks to 
ensure that UST civil penalties, which can be as high as $10,000 for each tank for each day of violation, are 
assessed In a fair and consistent manner, and that such penalties serve to deter potential violators and assist in 
achieving compliance. 

This penalty document Is part of a series of enforcement documents which includes: (1) the Agency's UST /LUST 
Enforcement Procedures Guidance Manual (OSWER Directive 9610.11, July 1990), which provides guidance 
to U.S. EPA Regional personnel on taking enforcement actions against violations of the UST technical 
requirements; and (2) the draft "Interim Enforcement Response Strategy for Violations of UST Financial 
Responsibility Requirements," which provides guidance on taking enforcement actions against violations of the 
financial responsibility requirements. Although these enforcement documents are intended primarily for U.S. EPA 
Regional enforcement staff, State and local UST implementing agencies may find it useful to adapt some of the 
concepts and methodologies for their own UST enforcement programs. 

This chapter briefly describes the U.S. EPA's authorities for taking enforcement action and assessing civil 
penalties. It also provides an overview of the enforcement actions that may be taken in response to UST 
violations, and indicates how the assessment of penalties fits into the enforcement framework. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

1.1 U.S. EPA PENALTY AUTHORITY 

The U.S. EPA's authority for assessing civil penalties for violations of UST requirements is provided by Subtitle I 
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Under the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 
1984, Congress added Subtitle I to RCRA In response to the growing environmental and health problems created 
by releases from USTs. The statutory framework for the national UST program Is set forth In Sections 9002 
through 9004 of Subtitle I. 

Under Section 9006 of Subtitle I, EPA is authorized to take enforcement actions and assess penalties against 
violators of requirements promulgated under Subtitle I, Including technical standards and financial responsibility 
requirements. (Footnote 1) In particular, Section 9006(a) provides the authority to Issue administrative orders 
requiring compliance within a reasonable specified time period. All such orders will be processed within the 
Agency according to the Consolidated Rules of Practice (CROP). (Footnote 2) Pursuant to Section 9006(d), a 
Section 9006 compliance order may assess a civil penalty, provided that the penalty does not exceed $10,000 
for each tank for each day of violation of the technical standards and financial responsibility rules. (Footnote 3) 
This document presents guidance for determining the appropriate civil penalty amount for an administrative 
complaint and order, and discusses use of penalties In field citations. 

In addltloi'l to administrative enforcement actions, EPA may initiate judicial enforcement actions under Section 
9006 to compel compliance with Subtitle I's statutory and regulatory requirements. EPA's judicial enforcement 
actions are processed through Federal courts and are reserved for violations of administrative orders. Under such 
actions, EPA Is authorized to seek judicial penalties of up to $25,000 for each day of continued noncompliance 
with an administrative order issued under Section 9006 or a corrective action order issued under Section 9003. 
In these cases, Agency personnel should seek the maximum penalty. (Footnote 4) 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE UST ENFORCEMENT PROCESS 

The UST/LUST Enforcement Procedures Guidance Manual (DSWER Directive 9610.11, July 1990) describes 
the range of enforcement actions that may be taken in response to an UST violation. These enforcement options 
vary from Initial responses, such as warning letters or notices of violation (NOVs), which encourage compliance 
to more stringent actions, such as administrative orders and judicial injunctions, which compel compliance and,' tf 
appropriate, penalize violators. Exhibit 1 presents the various enforcement actions that may be taken once a 
violation of an UST requirement is Identified. In general, enforcement personnel wJII take the least costly 
enforcement action that appears necessary to achieve compliance and create a strong deterrent, and will 
escalate the severity of the enforcement response if the Initial action fails. 

NOTE: Exhibit 1 is a flowchart: "Overview of Enforcement Response Options". This exhibit file 
contains a GIF Image that is 29,203 bytes. VIew Exhibit 1. 
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As shown In Exhibit 1, there are two approaches to taking enforcement actions. Under the "traditional" approach, 
enforcement personnel may Initially respond to a discovered violation by Issuing a warning letter or NOV to 
inform the owner/operator of the violation, explain what actions need to be taken, and indicate possible 
consequences If the owner/operator fails to achieve compliance. If necessary, enforcement personnel may then 
meet with the owner/operator to negotiate an agreed·upon course of action for the owner/operator to follow to 
achieve compliance. However, for recalcitrant violators, or where violations pose a threat to human health and 
the environment, enforcement personnel will typically issue administrative complaints or take judicial action. To 
provide a deterrent effect, an administrative complaint may include an initial penalty target figure. Upon receipt 
of the complaint, a violator may pay the penalty specified, request an informal settlement conference, and/or 
request an administrative hearing. Regardless of the violator's response, the outcome generally wtll be a final 
penalty that the violator must pay or else face judicial prosecution. Exhibit 1 shows where the target and final 
penalties appear in the enforcement process. 

As an alternative to the traditional approach, enforcement personnel may initiate an enforcement response using 
field citations {see Chapter 5). Field citations, similar to traffic tickets, are modified compliance orders Issued by 
Inspectors on*slte at a facility when violations are discovered. However, the use of field citations is generally 
limited to flrst*tlme violators when compliance is expected and when the violation does not pose an immediate 
threat to human health and the environment. A typical field citation will not only require that the violator take 
actions to achieve compliance, but will also assess a pre*established, non*negotiable penalty. This penalty Is 
usually fairly low (e.g., $100) to encourage prompt payment and response. In paying the citation penalty, the 
violator gives up the right to appeal and consents to the requirements specified; thus, the citation is analogous 
to the final penalty that results from settlement negotiations. This alternative path to arriving at a penalty Is also 
shown In Exhibit 1. If the owner/operator fails to respond to the field citation, enforcement personnel may resort 
to enforcement actions under the traditional approach or may initiate judicial actions. 

Under the UST program's franchise approach, States will undertake most of the enforcement actions. However, 
in certain cases (e.g., where an owner/operator is particularly recalcitrant or the State lacks sufficient 
enforcement authority), Federal assistance may be needed. In such cases, the Regional office may omit initial, 
informal responses and proceed directly with administrative or judicial actions. However, U.S. EPA enforcement 
also may be needed at the beginning of an enforcement case in certain circumstances (e.g., in States without 
active enforcement programs or on Indian Lands). In such cases, Regional enforcement personnel may begin 
with either the traditional responses or may determine that it Is appropriate to use field citations. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE g610.12 

1.3 UST PENALTY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 
This document provides guidance on calculating penalties to be used in the administrative enforcement actions 
described above. Consistent with the U.S. EPA's Policy on Civil Penalties, penalties assessed under this 
methodology are intended to achieve the following goals: (Footnote 5) 

• Encourage timely resolution of environmental problems; 
Support fair and equitable treatment of the regulated community; and 

• Deter potential violators from future violations. 

Exhibit 2 provides an overview of the major components used to set penalties at levels that will achieve these 
goals. Specifically, to deter the violator from repeating the violation and to deter other potential violators from 
failing to comply, the penalty must place the violator In a worse position economically than if he or she had 
complied on time. Such deterrence is achieved by: 

1. Removing any significant economic benefit that the violator may have gained from noncompliance {the 
"economic benefit component"); and 

2. Charging an additional amount, based on the specific violation and circumstances of the case, to penalize 
the violator for not obeying the law (the "gravlty*based component"). 

NOTE: Exhibit 2 is a flowchart: "Process for Assessing UST Civil Penalties". This exhibit file contains a 
GIF image that Is 65,678 bytes. View_ Exhibit 2. 

T,he procedures for determining the economic benefit component and gravity-based component are discussed in 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Furthermore, to support fair and equitable treatment of the regulated community, the 
penalty must allow for adjustments to take Into account legitimate differences between similar cases. Thus, 
under this methodology, the gravity-based component incorporates adjustments that reflect the specific 
circumstances of the violation, the violator's background and actions, and the environmental threat posed by the 
situation. 
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The sum of the economic benefit component and the gravity-based component yields the initial penalty target 
figure that is assessed In the administrative complaint. (Footnote 6) For each case that Involves more than one 
violation, the Regional case team will need to decide on the number of counts addressed in the complaint. Each 
count should be accompanied by an appropriate penalty calculation, and the sum of these penalties will be the 
initial penalty target figure assessed in the complaint. Once a complaint is Issued, the Agency may enter into 
settlement negotiations with the owner/operator to encourage timely resolution of the violation. Such 
negotiations provide the owner/operator with the opportunity to present evidence to support downward 
adjustments in the penalty. The process of adjusting the penalty during settlement negotiations Is addressed in 
Chapter 4. The outcome of such negotiations will be the final penalty. 

For specific types of cases, enforcement personnel may Issue field citations, which assess penalties while 
encouraging a swift return to compliance without a drawn-out appeals process. The use of field citations to 
assess penalties is addressed in Chapter 5. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

CHAPTER 2. DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 
As explained In the preceding chapter, to ensure that the penalty deters potential violators, the initial penalty 
target figure assessed in the complaint must include two fundamental components: 

Economic Benefit Component, which removes any significant profit from noncompliance; and 
• Gravity~Based Component, which imposes an assessment to penalize current and/or past 

noncompliance. 

This chapter discusses the process for determining the economic benefit component. The gravity-based 
component Is discussed in Chapter 3. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

2.1 DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

The economic benefit component represents the economic advantage that a violator has gained by delaying 
capital and/or non-depreciable costs and by avoiding operational and maintenance costs associated with 
compliance. (Footnote 7) The total economic benefit component is based on the benefit from two sources: ( 1) 
avoided costs; and (2) delayed costs. All penalties assessed must include the full economic benefit unless the 
benefit is determined to be "incidental" (i.e., less than $100). 

Economic Benefit Component = Avoided Costs + Delayed Costs 

Avoided costs are the periodic, operation and maintenance expenditures that should have been incurred, but 
were not. 

Delayed costs are the expenditures that have been deferred by the violation, but will be incurred to achieve 
compliance. 

The Agency-wide penalty policy prescribes the use of two methods for calculating a violator's economic benefit 
from noncompllance:(Footnote S) (1) the rule-of-thumb approach; and (2) the software program called BEN. 
(Footnote 9) The rule-of-thumb approach {described In the sections that follow) should be used for making an 
initial estimate of the economic benefit of noncompliance. If the initial estimate Is less than $10,000, the rule-of
thumb calculation may be used as a basis for the economic benefit assessed in the penalty. If, however, the 
estimate indicates that the economic benefit Is greater than $10,000, the BEN model should be used. The BEN 
model should also be used If the violator rejects the rule-of-thumb calculation. 

The BEN model, which is accessible by computer from anywhere In the country, uses a financial analysis 
technique known as "discounting" to determine the net present value of economic gains from noncompliance. 
BEN determines the economic benefit for an individual violator based on 12 specific factors, or inputs, including 
the violator's Initial capital investment, nondepreciable expenditures, and operation and maintenance costs. For 
some Inputs, such as Income tax rate, annual inflation rate, and discount rate, BEN will provide standard values 
tf the user does not have actual figures. This use of standard values allows for national consistency in 
determining economic benefit. Because the majority of UST violations will be associated with an economic benefit 
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of less than $10,000, the rule-of-thumb approach will be used In most cases. 

The procedures for calculating the economic benefit of noncompliance using the rule-of-thumb approach are 
described below. Because of the fundamental differences between avoided and delayed costs, the process for 
determining the economic benefit component will depend on the type of cost involved. The sections that follow 
describe methods for calculating each type of cost. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

2.2 AVOIDED COSTS 

Avoided costs are the operation and maintenance expenditures that are averted by the violator's failure to 
comply. These are considered to be avoided because they will never be incurred even If the violator comes Into 
compliance. For example, a violator who has failed to maintain product Inventory records in the past never will 
have to make up for the costs saved, even if he is directed to start maintaining inventory records now. Other 
examples of avoided costs include: ( 1) failure to conduct a required periodic test; (2) failure to obtain financial 
assurance by the phase-in date; and (3) failure to conduct periodic maintenance of equipment. The violator's 
benefit from avoided costs Is generally expressed as the avoided expenditures plus the Interest potentially 
earned on the money not spent. 

DETERMINING AVOIDED COSTS 

Avoided ~ {Avoided + Avoided x Interest 
costs Expenditures Expenditures 

365 oays 

Avoided Expenditures are estimated using local, comparable costs. 

x Number} x 
of Days 

Interest is the equity discount rate provided in the BEN model (currently 18.1 percent). 
Number of Days is from the date of noncompliance to the date of compliance. 
365 Days is the number of days in a year. 
Marginal Tax Rate Is based on corporate tax rates or financial responsibility compliance class. 

(1-Marginal) 
Tax Rate 

To determine the value of the interest, compounded annually, the equity discount rate should be used. This 
represents the risk-free rate (T-bill) plus the cost of financing for pollution control equipment. This rate can be 
obtained by catllng the EPA Office of Enforcement or by accessing the BEN computer model. (Footnote 10) As of 
the beginning of FY91, the equity discount rate was 18.1 percent. When used In the formula, this number should 
be expressed as a decimal and not a percentage (e.g., 0.181, instead of 18.1%). 

The marginal tax rate (MTR) used In calculating the avoided costs will vary depending on the size of the 
business. Exhibit 3 provides a list of appropriate tax rates based on the facility or company's taxable Income. As 
with the Interest rate, this number should be expressed as a decimal, not a percentage (e.g., 0.15 Instead of 
15%). To determine the taxable Income, enforcement staff should contact EPA's National Enforcement 
Investigations Center (NEIC) to determine whether the business In violation Is listed In the Dun and Bradstreet 
Business Information Report data base.(Footnote 11) The data base provides Information on the annual incomes 
of a large number of companies ac·ross the country, including the smaller, "Mom and Pop" businesses. Although 
most of the Incomes listed In the data base are those reported to Dun and Bradstreet, the data base also 
includes some estimated Incomes for companies that have not reported. 

If Information on annual Income cannot be obtained from NEIC, enforcement staff may use the company's 
financial responsibility compliance class as a basis for determining the appropriate marginal tax rate, as follows: 

MARGINAL TAX RATES BASED ON FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COMPLIANCE CLASS 

Compliance Class"' 

FR Classes 1 & 2 

FR Class 3 

FR Class 4 

Tax Rate 

0.34 (34%) 

0.25 (25%). 

0.15 (15%) 
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acomphance class is determined as follows: Class 1 -large petroleum marketing firms with 1,000 or more USTs 
or any firm with net worth over $20 million; Class 2 - large and medium-sized petroleum marketing firms with 
100 to 999 USTs; Class 3 - small petroleum marketing firms with 13 to 99 USTs; and Class 4 - very small 
marketing firms with 1 to 12 USTs or less than 100 USTs at one site, all other firms with net worth of less than 
$20 million, and municipalities. 

In the absence of specific information on the violator's FR compliance class, enforcement staff should assume 
that the violator is in FR Class 4 (which will result In the highest penalty). 

Exhibit 3 

Applicable Tax Rates for Determining Avoided Costs 

MARGINAL TAX RATE BASED ON FEDERAL CORPORATE TAX RATES 
(from 1989 u.s. Master Tax Guide): 

$0 
$50,000 
$75,000 

Taxable income over 

$50,000 
$75,000 

$100,000 
$100,000 
$335,000 

Not over 

15% 
25% 
34% 

$335,000 

Tax rate 

39%* 
34% 

*An additional 5% tax is applied to income between 
$100,000 and $335,000 to phase out the benefits 
of the graduated rates in that income range. 

The marginal tax rate is applied to each increment of income 
specified above (e.g., for an income of $75,000, 15% is applied 
to the first $50,000 and 25% to the next $25,000). The weighted 
average tax rates below have been calculated for each $10,000 
increment in income to reflect the actual tax burden at each 
income level. These values will facilitate the determination of 
penalty amounts by eliminating the need to calculate the tax burden 
on each increment of marginal taxable income. To find the weighted 
tax rate, round the estimated taxable income to the nearest $10,000 
and use the tax rate indicated in the table. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE TAX RATES BY INCOME LEVEL** 

Taxable Income Ta' Taxable Income Ta' 
not greater than Rate not greater than Rate 

---------------------------------------- ---------- - -------
$50,000 0.15 $200,000 0.31 
$60,000 0.17 $210,000 0.31 
$70,000 0.18 $220,000 0.31 
$80,000 0.19 $230,000 0.32 
$90,000 0.21 $240,000 0.32 

$100,000 0. 22 $250,000 0.32 
$110,000 0.24 $2601000 0.33 
$120,000 0.25 $270,000 0.33 
$130,000 0.26 $280,000 0.33 
$140,000 0.27 $290,000 0.33 
$150,000 0.28 $300,000 0.33 
$160,000 0.29 $310' 000 0.34 
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$170,000 
$180,000 
$190,000 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

2.3 DELAYED COSTS 

0.29 
0.30 
0. 30 

$320,000 
$330,000 
$340,000 

0.34 
0.34 
0.34 

**This table includes the additional 5% tax 
applied to incomes between $100,000 and $335,000 . 

Delayed costs are the capital expenditures and one-time non-depreciable costs that have been deferred because 
the violator failed to comply with the requirements. Examples of delayed costs Include: (1) failure to install 
required equipment, such as cathodic protection; and (2) failure to clean up a spill. These expenditures are 
considered only to be delayed, and not avoided altogether, because the violator wlll eventually have to incur 
these costs to come into compliance. The benefit from delayed costs Is generally expressed as only the return on 
investment that could have been earned on the money not spent. 

DETERMINING DELAYED COSTS 

Delayed = Delayed x Interest 
Costs EXpenditures 

365 Days 

Delayed Expenditures are estimated using local, comparable costs. 

' Number 
of Days 

Interest is the equity discount rate provided In the BEN model (currently 18.1 percent). 
Number of Days is from the date of noncompliance to the date of compliance. 
365 Days Is the number of days In a year. 

For delayed costs there Is no computation of the tax rate. Although there may be a modest tax consequence for 
the violator because of delayed costs, this effect was deemed to be Insignificant. Furthermore, such a tax 
consequence only would be incurred If the violation were to span more than one of the violator's tax years. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

CHAPTER 3. DETERMINING THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 
The second component of a penalty, and the one that serves to deter potential violators, is the gravlty~based 
component. The purpose of the gravity-based component is to ensure that violators are economic:ally 
disadvantaged relative to owner/operators of those facilities in compliance, and to penalize current and/or past 
noncompliance. The gravity-based component consists of four elements: 

• Matrix Value (Section 3.1); 
Violator-Specific Adjustments to the Matrix Value (Section 3.2); 

• Environmental Sensitivity Multiplier (Section 3.3); and 
• Days of Noncompliance Multiplier (Section 3.4). 

The gravity-based component is then added to the economic benefit component to arrive at the initial penalty 
target figure assessed In the complaint. 

DETERMINING THE GRAVITY:.8A5EO coMPoNENT 

Gravity-Based 
component 

Matrix x 
va 1 ue 
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Matrix Value is based on potential for harm and deviation from the requirement. 

VIolator-Specific Adjustments to the matrix value are based on violator's cooperation, willfulness, history of 
noncompliance, and other factors. 

Environmental Sensitivity Multiplier (ESM) is a value based on the environmental sensitivity associated with 
the location of the facility. 

Days of Noncompliance Multiplier (DNM) is a value based on the number of days of noncompliance. 

If the complaint results in settlement negotiations, certain factors used to adjust the matrix value may be re
assessed during negotiations to determine whether a downward adjustment in the gravity-based component is 
appropriate. In general, It is the violator's responsibility to provide evidence in support of reducing the penalty 
assessment during the settlement stage (see Chapter 4). 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.1 DETERMINING THE MATRIX VALUE 

The first step in determining the gravity-based component Is determining the initial matrix value. The matrix 
value is based on the following two criteria: 

1. Extent of deviation from requirement - An assessment of the extent to which the violation deviates 
from the UST statutory or regulatory requirements. 

2. Actual or potential harm- An assessment of the likelihood that the violation could (or did) result in 
harm to human health or the environment and/or has (or had) an adverse effect on the regulatory 
program. 

A matrix has been developed in which these two criteria form the axes (Exhibit 4). Three gravity levels apply to 
each of these criteria -- major, moderate, and minor-- and form the grid of the matrix. Thus, the matrix has 
nine cells, each of which contains a penalty amount. The specific cell to be used in determining the matrix value 
Is identified by selecting a gravity level for both factors. As a guide to determining the appropriate gravity level, 
Appendix A provides a list of selected violations of the Federal UST requirements and the associated deviation 
from the requirements and potential for harm. 

NOTE: Exhibit 4 Is a chart: "Matrix Values for Determining the Gravity-Based Component of a 
Penalty". This exhfbltfile contains a GIF image that Is 30,511 bytes. View Exhibit 4. 

Based on the type of violation (see. A..Rpendix A), penalties will be assessed on a per-tank basis If the specific 
requirement or violation is clearly associated with one tank (e.g., tank upgrading). If the requirement addresses 
the entire facility (e.g., recordkeeping practices), the penalty will be assessed on a per-facUlty basis. For 
requirements that address piping, the unit of assessment wm depend on whether the piping Is associated with 
one tank or with more than one tank. Appendix A indicates the suggested unit of assessment for specific 
violations. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.1.1 Extent of Deviation from Requirements 

The first factor in determining the matrix value is the extent of deviation from the requirements. The categories 
for extent of deviation from the requirements are the following: 

• Major- The violator deviates from the requirements of the regulation or statute to such an extent that 
there Is substantial noncompliance. An example Is Installing a bare steel tank without cathodic protection. 
Moderate -The violator significantly deviates from the requirement of the regulation or statute, but to 
some extent has implemented the requirement as intended. An example is installing improperly 
constructed cathodic protection. 
Minor- The violator deviates slightly from the regulatory or statutory requirements, but most of the 
requirements are met. An example Is falling to keep every maintenance record on properly constructed 
cathodic protection. 

• 
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OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.1.2 Potential for Harm 

The second criterion for determining the matrix value of a violation is the extent to which the owner/operator's 
actions resulted In, or were likely to result in, a situation that could cause harm to human health or the 
environment. When determining this factor, It Is the potential in each situation that is important, not solely 
whether the harm has actually occurred. Violators should not be rewarded with tower penalties simply because 
no hann has occurred. The potential extent of this harm, if it were to occur, is addressed by the environmental 
sensitivity multiplier, discussed in Section 3.3 of this chapter. 

The potential~for-harm factor will also be applied to violations of administrative requirements (e.g., 
record keeping and notification requirements) that are Integral to the regulatory program. For violations of these 
requirements, enforcement personnel should consider the "importance" of the requirement violated. For 
example, failure to submit tank notification data may be considered to have significant potential for harm 
because the Agency has few other sources of information on the location of USTs. For purpose of this guidance, 
the categories for potential for harm are the following: 

Major -The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting in a substantial or continuing risk to 
human health and the environment and/or may have a substantial adverse effect on the regulatory 
program. Examples are: (1) improperly Installing a fiberglass reinforced plastic tank (because a 
catastrophic release may result); or (2) falling to provide adequate release detection by the specified 
phase-In date (because without release detection a release may go unnoticed for a lengthy period of time 
with detrimental consequences). 
Moderate ~The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting In a significant risk to human health 
and the environment and/or may have a significant adverse effect on the regulatory program. An 
example would be installing a tank that fails to meet tank corrosion protection standards (because it 
could result in a release, although the use of release detection is expected to minimize the potential for 
continuing harm from the release). 
Minor~ The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting in a relatively low risk to human health 
and the environment and/or may have a minor adverse effect on the regulatory program. An example 
would be failing to provide certification of UST installation (assuming that the installation was done 
correctly). 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.2 VIOLATOR-S.PECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS 

In general, adjustments to the matrix value may be made at both the pre-negotiation and settlement stages of 
penalty assessment to address the unique facts of each case and to resolve the case quickly. Prior to settlement 
negotiations, enforcement personnel have the discretion to use any relevant Information to adjust the matrix 
value upwards or downwards. These adjustments are solely at the discretion of EPA enforcement personnel. 

Specifically, to ensure that penalties are assessed in a fair and consistent manner, and take into account case
specific differences, enforcement personnel have the option of adjusting the matrix value based on any 
Information known about the violator's: (1) degree of cooperation or noncooperation; (2) degree of willfulness or 
negligence; (3) history of noncompliance; and (4) other unique factors. 

VIOLATOR-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO THE MATRIX VALUE 

Adjustment Factor Range of Percentage Adjustment 

Degree of Cooperation/Noncooperation Between SO% Increase and 2S% decrease 

Degree of Willfulness or Negligence 

History of Noncompliance 

Other Unique Factors 

Between SO% Increase and 2S% decrease 

Up to SO% increase only 

Between SO% increase and 2S% decrease 

The sections that follow discuss these four adjustment factors. In addition, the matrix value should be adjusted 
to reflect the environmental sensitivity and the days of noncompliance, which are discussed in Section 3.3 and 
Section 3.4. Subsequent adjustments made during the settlement stage, Including adjustments for Inability to 
pay, are discussed In Chapter 4. 
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To ensure that the penalty maintains a deterrent effect, enforcement staff should consider adjustments toward 
increased penalties In all cases (i.e., make upwards adjustments to the matrix value). It is up to the violator to 
present information during settlement that mitigates use of such upward adjustments. However, to ensure that 
penalties are calculated fairly and consistently, any upwards adjustment may be made only If the circumstances 
of the case warrant such adjustments. Furthermore, for any adjustments made to the matrix value, justification 
must be provided on the penalty assessment worksheet (see Appendix B). 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.2.1 Degree of Cooperation/Noncooperation 

The first factor that may be considered In adjusting the matrix value Is the violator's cooperation or good faith 
efforts in response to enforcement actions. In adjusting for the violator's degree of cooperation or 
noncooperation, enforcement staff may consider making upward adjustments by as much as 50 percent and 
downward adjustments by as much as 25 percent of the matrix value. 

In order to have the matrix value reduced, the owner/operator must demonstrate cooperative behavior by going 
beyond what is minimally required to comply with requirements that are closely related to the initial harm 
addressed. For example, an owner/operator may indicate a willingness to establish an environmental auditing 
program to check compliance at other UST facilities, If appropriate, or may demonstrate efforts to accelerate 
compliance with other UST regulations for which the phase-in deadline has not yet passed. (Footnote 12) 
Because compliance with the regulation is expected from the regulated community, no downward adjustment 
may be made if the good faith efforts to comply primarily consist of coming into compliance. That Is, there 
should be no "reward" for doing now what should have been done In the first place. On the other hand, lack of 
cooperation with enforcement officials can result In an increase of up to 50 percent of the matrix value. 

QSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.2.2 Degree of Willfulness or Negligence 

The second adjustment that may be made to the matrix value is for willfulness or negligence, which takes into 
account the owner/operator's culpability and intentions In committing the violation. In assessing the degree of 
willfulness or negligence, the following factors may be considered: 

How much control the violator had over events constituting the violation (e.g,, whether the violation 
could have been prevented or was beyond the owner/operator's control, as in the case of a natural 
disaster); 
The foreseeability of the events constituting the violation; 
Whether the violator made any good faith efforts to comply and/or took reasonable precautions against 
the events constituting the violation; and 
Whether the violator knew or should have known of the hazards associated with the conduct; and 
Whether the violator knew of the legal requirement that was violated (resulting in an upward adjustment 
only).(Footnote 13) 

In certain circumstances, the amount of control that the violator has over how quickly the violation Is remedied 
also can be relevant. Specifically, If correction of a violation is delayed by factors that the violator clearly can 
show were not reasonably foreseeable and out of his or her control, the penalty assigned for the duration of 
noncompliance may be reduced (see Section 3.4), although the original penalty for noncompliance should not be. 
In assessing the degree of willfulness, enforcement staff may consider making upward adjustments by as much 
as 50 percent and downward adjustments by as much as 25 percent of the matrix value. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.2.3 History of Noncompliance 

The third factor to be considered in adjusting the matrix value is the violator's history of noncompliance. Previous 
violations of any environmental regulation are usually considered clear evidence that the violator was not 
deterred by previous interaction with enforcement staff and enforcement actions. Unless the current violation 
was caused by factors entirely out of the control of the violator, prior violations should be taken as an Indication 
that the matrix value should be adjusted upwards. When assessing the history of noncompliance, some of the 
factors that may be considered are: 

• Number of previous violations; 
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Seriousness of the previous violations; 
Time period over which previous violations occurred; 
Similarity of the previous violations; 
Enforcement tools utilized (e.g., whether the owner/operator's previous behavior required use of more 
stringent enforcement actions); and 
Violator's response to the previous vlolation(s) with respect to correction of the problem. 

For purposes of this document, a "prior violation" includes any act or omission for which an accountable 
enforcement action has occurred (e.g., an Inspection that found a violation, a notice of violation, an 
administrative or judicial complaint, or a consent order). A prior violation of the same or a related requirement 
would constitute a similar violation. 

In cases of large corporations that have many divisions and/or subsidiaries, if the same corporation is Involved in 
the current violation the adjustments for history of noncompliance will apply. In addition, enforcement staff 
should be wary of a company that changes operators or shifts responsibility for compliance to different persons 
or organizational units as a way of avoiding increased penalties. A consistent pattern of noncompliance by 
several divisions or subsidiaries of a corporation may be found, even though the facilities are at different 
locations. Again, in these situations, enforcement staff may make only upward adjustments to the matrix value 
by as much as 50 percent. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.2.4 Other Unique Factors 

This guidance allows an adjustment for unanticipated factors that may arise on a case-by-case basis. As with the 
previous factors, enforcement staff may want to make upward adjustments to the matrix value by as much as 50 
percent and downward adjustments by as much as 25 percent for such reasons. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY MULTIPLIER (ESM) 

In addition to the violator-specific adjustments discussed above, enforcement personnel may make a further 
adjustment to the matrix value based on potential site-specific impacts that could be caused by the violation. 
The environmental sensitivity multiplier takes Into account the adverse environmental effects that the violation 
may have had, given the sensitivity of the local area to damage posed by a potential or actual release. This 
factor differs from the potential-for-harm factor (discussed In Section 3.1.2) which takes into account the 
probability that a release or other harmful action would occur because of the violation. The environmental 
sensitivity multiplier addressed here looks at the actual or potential impact that such a release, once it did 
occur, would have on the local environment and public health. 

To calculate the environmental sensitivity multiplier, enforcement personnel must first determine the sensitivity 
of the environment. For purposes of this document, the environmental sensitivity will be either low, moderate, or 
high. Factors to consider in determining the appropriate sensitivity level include: 

Amount of petroleum or hazardous substance potentially or actually released (e.g., size of the tanks and 
number of tanks at the facility that were Involved in the violation, as they relate to the potential volume 
of materials released); 
Toxicity of petroleum or hazardous substance released; 
Potential hazards presented by the release or potential release, such as explosions or other human health 
hazards; 
Geologic features of the site that may affect the extent of the release and may make remediation 
difficult; 
Actual or potential human or environmental receptors, including: 

- Likelihood that release may contaminate a nearby river or stream; 

-Number of drinking water wells potentially affected; 

- Proximity to environmentally sensitive areas, such as wetlands; and 

-Proximity to sensitive populations, such as children (e.g., in schools). 

Ecological or aesthetic value to environmentally sensitive areas. 
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Thus, a "low" sensitivity value may be given in a case where one tank containing petroleum is located in clay soil 
in a semi-residential area where all drinking water is supplied by municipal systems, and where little wildlife is 
expected to be affected. A moderate sensitivity value may be given if: several tanks were in violation; the 
geology of the site would allow for some movement of a plume of released substance; and several drinking water 
wells could have been affected. A high sensitivity value may be given If: a number of tanks (or very large tanks) 
were involved; there were several potential receptors of the released substance through drinking water wells or 
contact with contaminated surface water; and the contamination would be difficult to remediate. Each level of 
sensitivity is given a corresponding multiplier value, as provided below. 

DETERMINING THE ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY MULTIPLIER 

Environmental Sensitivity Multiplier (ESM) is based on the potential or actual environmental Impact at a 
site, and is given a corresponding value as follows: 

Environmental 
Sensitivity ESM 

Low 1.0 

Moderate 1.5 

High 2.0 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

3.4 DAYS OF NONCOMPLIANCE MULTIPLIER 

The final adjustment that may be made to the matrix value takes into account the number of days of 
noncompliance. To determine the amount of the adjustment, locate the days of noncompliance multiplier {or 
DNM) in the table below that corresponds to the duration of the violation: 

DETERMINING THE DAYS OF NONCOMPLIANCE MULTIPLIER 

Days of Noncompliance Multiplier (DNM) Is based on the number of days of noncompliance. 

Days of 
Noncompliance 

0-90 

91-180 

181-270 

271-365 

DNM 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

Each additional 6 months add 0•5 or fraction thereof 

The DNM is then multiplied by the adjusted matrix value and environmental sensitivity multiplier to obtain the 
gravity-based component of the penalty, as follows: 

DETERMINING THE GRAVITY~BASED COMPONENT 

Gravity-Based 
Component 

= Matrix 
value 

violator-
x Specific x 

Adjustments 

Environmental Days of 
sensitivity x Noncompliance 
Multiplier Multiplier 

The economic benefit component is added to the gravity-based component to form the Initial penalty target 
figure to be assessed in the complaint. As discussed previously, this figure cannot exceed $10,000 for each tank 
for each day of violation. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 
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CHAPTER 4. SETTLEMENT ADJUSTMENTS 
After the initial penalty target figure has been presented to the potential violator in a complaint, additional 
adjustments may be made as part of a settlement compromise. All such adjustments are entirely within the 
discretion of Agency personnel. The burden is always on the owner/operator to provide evidence supporting any 
reduction of the penalty. 

In response to a complaint, the owner/operator may request an informal conference and/or a hearing to settle 
the penalty and violation. The Federal Consolidated Rules of Practice (CROP) procedures for administrative 
actions at 40 CFR Part 22 provide for a settlement conference and a right to a public hearing, giving the 
owner/operator the opportunity to present data to support a penalty adjustment. At a minimum, enforcement 
personnel may consider adjustments based on the four violator-specific adjustment factors discussed In Chapter 
3, including: 

Degree of cooperation/noncooperation; 
Degree of willfulness or negligence; 
History of noncompliance; and 
Other unique factors. 

The settlement adjustment is usually not made to the economic benefit component unless new and better 
Information about the economic benefits is made available. The Agency should maintain a record that Includes a 
statement of the reasons for adjusting the penalty. 

In addition to the adjustment factors listed above, and because of the nature of the UST regulated community, 
one factor that commonly will be discussed during negotiations Is the owner/operator's Inability to pay. An 
adjustment may need to be made for inability to pay to ensure fair and equitable treatment of the regulated 
community. It is important, however, that this reduction not allow the regulated community to regard violations 
of environmental requirements as a way to save money. Furthermore, a penalty should not be reduced when a 
violator refuses to correct a violation, has a history of noncompliance, or In cases with egregious violations (e.g., 
failure to abate a release that Is contaminating drinking-water supplies). 

The Agency should assume that the owner/operator Is able to pay unless the owner/operator demonstrates 
otherwise. The Inability to pay adjustment should be based on the amount of the initial penalty target figure and 
the financial condition of the business, but it Is the owner/operator's responsibility to provide evidence of inability 
to pay. The owner/operator may provide evidence, such as tax returns, to document his or her claims. In cases 
when the owner/operator fails to demonstrate inability to pay, the Agency should determine whether the 
owner/operator is unwilling to pay, In which case no adjustments to the Initial penalty target figure should be 
made. In cases where the owner/operator can successfully demonstrate: (1) that the company is unable to pay; 
or (2) that payment of all or a portion of the penalty will preclude the violator from achieving compliance, the 
following options may be considered: 

• An installment payment plan with Interest; 
A delayed payment schedule with Interest; 

• An in-kind mitigation activity performed by the owner/operator; 
'* An environmental auditing program implemented by the owner/operator; or 

Reduction of up to 80 percent of the gravity-based component. 

A reduction of the gravity-based component should be considered only after determining that the other four 
options are not feasible,(Footnote 14) 

In order to evaluate a violator's claim regarding Inability to pay, two sources of information are available to 
determine the likelihood that a company can afford to pay a certain civil penalty: 

National Enforcement Investigation Center (NEIC). The NEIC of EPA's Office of Enforcement has developed 
the Superfund Financial Assessment System that can determine a company's ability to pay. For publicly owned 
companies, specific financial data Is available from NEIC. If Investigating a private company, enforcement staff 
can report financial data to NEIC and It will be keyed Into NEIC's computerized economic computer model for 
analysis.(Footnote 15) 

ABEL. EPA's Office of Enforcement developed the "ABEL" model as part of an ongoing effort to evaluate the 
financial health of firms involved In enforcement proceedings. The ABEL model has been used by EPA, Regions, 
and States to evaluate a firm's claim regarding inabillty to pay based on 21 inputs gathered from the company's 
Federal income tax returns from the previous 3 years. Enforcement staff may access ABEl by computer dial-up 
on a personal computer with a modem and an ABEL user ID number. (Footnote 16) In addition, OUST has 
developed a PC-based model called ABElPRO which is a simplified version of ABEl that Is run on a PC using a 
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LOTUS spreadsheet or Macintosh Excei.(Footnote 17) 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

CHAPTER 5. USE OF FIELD CITATIONS 
[Reserved] 

The Office of Underground Storage Tanks (OUST) has been exploring the use of field citations as an alternative 
means of assessing civil penalties and obtaining compliance with UST requirements. Once the manner in which 
field citations will be used In the Federal UST program has been determined, this policy will be revised to reflect 
how field citations fit into the UST penalty policy. 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

FOOTNOTES 

Footnote #1: These are contained in two separate rules: the UST Technical Standards Rule, 40 CFR Part 280, 
Subparts A through G (promulgated September 23, 1988) and the UST Financial Responsibility Rule, 40 CFR Part 
280, Subpart H {promulgated October 26, 1988). Back to Text 

Footnote #2: 40 CFR Part 22, "The Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of 
Civil Penalties and the Revocation or Suspension of Permits." The CROP was extended to cover administrative 
enforcement actions under Section 9006 (see 53 FR 5373, February 24, 1988). Back to Text 

Footnote #3: This $10,000 limit also applies to violat·lons of the Interim Prohibition provisions and any 
requirement of an approved State program. For violations of the May 1985 {statutory) notification requirements, 
the penalty may not exceed $10,000 for each tank. Back to Text 

Footnote #4: This guidance Is In no way intended to limit the penalty amounts sought In civil judicial actions. In 
settling judicial cases, however, the Agency may use the narrative penalty assessment criteria set forth In this 
guidance to determine or justify the penalty amount that the Agency agrees to accept In settlement. Back to 
Text 

Footnote #5: The "EPA Policy on Civil Penalties" (EPA General Enforcement Policy #GM-21, February 1984) and 
the "Framework for Statute-Specific Approaches to Penalty Assessment" {EPA General Enforcement Polley #GM-
22, February 1984) establish a consistent Agency-wide approach to the assessment of civil penalties. Back to 
Text 

Footnote #6: However, it should be remembered that the sum of the gravity-based component plus the 
economic benefit component cannot be greater than the statutory maximum of $10,000 for each tank for each 
day of violation of the technical standards and financial responsibility regulations. Back to Text 

Footnote #7: This policy does not outline a methodology for the recovery, as a measure of economic benefit, of 
profits proximately attributable to Illegal or non-compliant activities. Because the Federal UST regulations do not 
include a permitting process, the Agency is not presently aware of situations where such prof1ts would be 
realized, or where we would expect to seek recovery of such profits as a measure of economic benefit In the 
Federal UST program. Should EPA determine that the recovery of such profits IS appropriate In a particular case, 
the Agency will calculate such profits In a manner consistent with the RCRA Civil Penalty Policy {October 1990). 
Back to Text 

Footnote #8: Revised guidelines for calculating the economic benefit from noncompliance are incorporated Into 
a memorandum from Courtney Price {Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring) 
entitled, "Guidance tor Calculating the Economic Benefit of Noncompliance for a Civil Penalty 
Assessment" (November 5, 1984). Back to Text 

Footnote #9: For Information, contact the BEN/ABEL Coordinator in the Office of Enforcement at the u.s. EPA 
Headquarters by phoning (202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6777. Back to Text 

Footnote #10: To obtain the equity discount rate from the Office of Enforcement, or to access BEN, call the 
BEN/ABEL coordinator at (202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6777. Back to Text 
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Footnote #11: For information from the Dun and Bradstreet data base call NEIC at (303) 236-3219 or FTS 8-
776-3219. Using information on the violator's name and location (city and State), NEIC staff can search the data 
base for Information on the company's annual income. Back to Text 

Footnote #12: For information on establishing environmental auditing programs, see "EPA Polley on the 
Inclusion of Environmental Auditing Provisions in Enforcement Settlements," U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitoring, November 1986. Back to Text 

Footnote #13: Lack of knowledge of the legal requirements may not be used as a basis to reduce the matrix 
value. Rather, informed violation of the law should serve to increase the matrix value. Back to Text 

Footnote #14: The Agency is currently developing cross-media guidance on environmental mitigation projects 
which, when final, will supersede the "Alternative Payments" section of the Agency's February 16, 1984 penalty 
policy (#GM-22). Until the revised Agency guidance is finalized, the Agency's 1984 penalty policy should be 
consulted for additional guidance. Back to Text 

Footnote #15: For further information, contact the NEIC at (303) 236-5100 or FTS 8-776-5100. Bacl~ to Text 

Footnote #16: To obtain the ABEL User's Manual and user 10 numbers for computer hookup, contact the 
BEN/ABEL Coordinator at the U.S. EPA Headquarters, by phoning {202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6777. Back to Text 

Footnote #17: For information, contact the appropriate Regional Desk Officer at U.S. EPA Headquarters' Office 
of Underground Storage Tanks. ~ack to Text 

APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of Federal Underground Sto_rilge_ T,11.n~ Regulations 

Subpart B--UST Sstems: Design, Construction, Installation, and Notification 
• Subpart c--General Operating Requirements 

Subpart D--Release Detection 
Subpart E--Release Reporting, Investigation, and Confirmation 
Subpart F--Release Response and Corrective Action 
Subpart G--Out-of-Service UST Systems and Closure 
Subpart H--Financial Responsibility 

OSWER DIRECTIVE 9610.12 

APPENDIX B 

UST Penalty Computation Work$heet 
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APPENDIX C 

UST Penalty Computation Examples (PDF) n' n' I 3HI-\. AOOut PDF! 
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APPENDIX A 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SELECTED VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK 
REGULATIONS 

• Subpart B--UST Systems: Design, Construction, Installation, and Notification 
• Subpart C--General Operating Requirements 
• Subpart D--Release Detection 
• Subpart E--Release Reporting, Investigation, and Confirmation 
• Subpart F--Release Response and Corrective Action 
• Subpart G--Out-of-Service UST Systems and Closure 
• Subpart H--Financial Responsibility 

{Directive 9610.12] 
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Subpart B--UST Systems: Design, Construction, 
Installation, and Notification: Appendix A Matrix 
Values for Selected Violations of Federal 
Underground Storage Tank Regulations OSWER 
Directive 9610.12 U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For 
Violations of UST Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected VIolations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART B -- UST SYSTEMS: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, AND 
NOTIFICATION 

NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 
and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

§280.20 Performance standards for new UST systems 

Regulatory Unit Deviation Potential Matrix Violation Assess- from Citation 
ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.20(a) Installation of an improperly 
( 1) constructed fiberglass- (T) Major Major $1500 

reinforced plastic tank 

§280.20(a) Installation of an improperly 
(2) designed and constructed 

metal tank that fails to meet (T) Major Moderate $750 
corrosion protection 
standards 

§280.20(a) Installation of a metal tank 
(2)(i) with unsuitable dielectric (T) Major Moderate $750 

coating 

§280.20(a) Installation of an improperly 
(2)(ii) designed cathodic protection (T) Moderate Moderate $500 

system for a metal tank 

Improper Installation of 
§280.20(a) cathodic protection system {T) Moderate Moderate $500 
(2)(iii) for a metal tank 

§280,20(a) Improper operation and 
(2)(iv) maintenance of tank cathodic (T) Major Moderate $750 

protection system 

§280.20(a) Installation of an Improperly 
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(3) constructed steel-fiberglass-
(T) Major Moderate $750 reinforced-plastic tank 

§280.20{b) Installation of Improperly 
{1) constructed fiberglass- (P) 

reinforced plastic piping 
Major Major $1500 

§280.20(b) Failure to provide any 
(2) cathodic protection for metal (P) Major Moderate $750 

piping 

§280.20{b) Installation of piping with 
(T) Major Moderate $750 (2)(i) unsuitable dielectric coating 

§280.20(b) Installation of improperly 
(2)(ii) designed cathodic protection (P) 

for metal piping 
Moderate Moderate $500 

§280.20(b) Improper installation of 
(2)(iii) cathodic protection system (P) 

for piping 
Moderate Moderate $500 

§280.20(b) Improper operation and 
{2){iv) maintenance of cathodic 

(P) Major Moderate $750 protection system for metal 
piping 

§280.20(c) Failure to install any spill 
(T) Major Major $1500 {1) prevention system 

§280.20(c) Installation of inadequate 
{1){i) spill prevention equipment in (T) 

a new tank 
Major Major $1500 

§280.20(c) Failure to Install any overfill 
(T) Major Moderate $750 (1) prevention system 

§280.20{c) Installation of inadequate 
{1){ii) overfill prevention equipment (T) 

in a new tank 
Major Moderate $750 

§280.20(d) Failure to install tank in 
accordance with accepted (T) Varles2 Varies2 see 
codes and standards matrix 

§280.20(d) Failure to install piping in 
see accordance with accepted (P) Varies2 Varies2 

codes and standards matrix 

§280.20(e) Failure to provide any 
certification of UST 
installation 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 

§280.20(e) Failure to provide complete 
(1)-(6) certification of UST 

installation 
(F) Minor Minor $50 

280.21 Upgrading of existing UST systems 

Regulatory Unit Deviation 
Potential Matrix Violation Assess- from Citation 

ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.21(b) 
Failure to meet all tank {T) Major Major $1500 
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upgrade standards 

Improper Installation of 
§280.21(b) interior lining for tank (T) Major Major $1500 
(1)(i) upgrade requirements 

Failure to meet Interior lining 
§280.21(b) Inspection requirements for (T) Major Moderate $750 
(1)(ii) tank upgrade 

Failure to ensure that tank is 
§280.21(b) structurally sound before (T) Major Moderate $750 
(2)(i) installing cathodic protection 

Failure to provide any 
§280.21(b) monthly monitoring of 

(T/F) Major Major $1500 
(2)(ii) cathodic protection for tank 

upgrade requirement 

Failure to provide continuous 
§280.21(b) monthly monitoring of 

(T/F) Moderate Minor $100 
(2)(ii) cathodic protection for tank 

upgrade requirement 

Failure to meet tightness test 
§280.21(b) requirements for a tank 

(T/F) Major Moderate $750 
(2)(iii) upgraded with cathodic 

protection 

Failure to meet requirements 
§280.21(b) for testing for corrosion holes 

(T/F) Major Moderate $750 
(2)(iv) for a tank upgraded with 

cathodic protection 

Failure to install any cathodic 
§280.21(c) protection for metal piping (P) 

upgrade requirements 
Major Major $1500 

Failure to meet tightness test 
§280.21(c) requirements for cathodically (P) 

protected metal piping 
Major Moderate $750 

§280.21(d) Failure to provide spill 
prevention system for an (T) Major Major $1500 
existing tank 

'§280.21(d)< Failure to provide overfill 
prevention system for an '(T) Major Moderate $750 
existing tank 

280.22 Notification requirements 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.22(a) Failure to notify state or local 
agency within 30 days of 

(T) Major Major $1500 bringing an UST system into 
use 

§280.22(a) 
Failure to notify designated 
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state or local agency of (T) Major Major $1500 existing tank 

§280.22(c) Failure to identify on the 
submitted notification form (F) 
all known tanks at that site 

Major Moderate $750 

§280.22(c) Failure to submit a separate 
notification form for all 
notified tanks that are (F) 
located at a separate place 

Major Minor $200 

of operation 

§280.22(e)- Failure to provide complete 
(f) certification of all 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 requirements on the 
notification form 

§280.22(g) Failure to inform tank 
purchaser of notification (T) 
requirements 

Major Major $1500 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

2Deviation from requirement and potential for harm will vary depending upon the specific 
code or standard violation. 

[Appendix A-- Directive 9610.12] 
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Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART C --GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.30 Spill and overfill control 

Regulatory 
Citation VIolation 

§280.30(a) Failure to take necessary 
precautions to prevent 
overfill/spillage during the 
transfer of product 

Failure to report a 
. §280.30(b) spill/overfill 

Failure to Investigate and 
§280.30(b) clean up a spill/overfill 

Unit 
Assess
ment1 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

Deviation 
from Potential Matrix 

Requirement for Harm Value 

Major Major $1500 

Major Major $1500 

Major Major $1500 

280.31 Operation and maintenance of corrosion protection 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation VIolation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.31(a) Failure to operate and 
maintain corrosion protection (F/T) Major Major $1500 
system continuously 

§280.31(b) Failure to ensure that 
(1) cathodic protection system is 

(F/T) Major Major $1500 tested within 6 months of 
installation 

§280.31(b) Failure to ensure that 
( 1) cathodic protection system is (T/F) Major Moderate $750 

tested every 3 years 
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thereafter 

§280.31(b) Failure to meet one 3-year 
(1) test for cathodic protection (T/F) Moderate Minor $100 

system 

§280.31(b) Failure to inspect cathodic 
(2) protection system in 

(T/F) Major Moderate $750 accordance with accepted 
codes 

§280.31(c) Failure to inspect impressed 
current systems every 60 (T/F) Major Moderate $750 
days 

§280.31(d) Failure to maintain any 
records of cathodic protection (T/F) Major Moderate $750 
inspections 

§280.31(d) Failure to maintain every 
record of cathodic protection (T/F) Moderate Minor $100 
inspections 

280.32 Compatibility 

Failure to ensure that UST 
§280.32 system is made of or lined (T/P) Major Major $1500 with materials compatible 

with substance stored 

280.33 Repairs allowed 

§280.33(a) Failure to repair UST system 
see in accordance with accepted (T) Varies2 Varies2 

codes and standards matrix 

§280.33(b) Failure to repair fiberglass-
reinforced UST in accordance 

(T) Varies2 Varies2 see 
with accepted codes and matrix 
standards 

§280.33(c) Failure to replace metal 
piping that has released 
product 

(P) Major Major $1500 

• 
Failure to repair fiberglass-

§280.33(c) reinforced piping in 
(P) Major Major $1500 accordance with 

manufacturers specifications 

§280.33(d) Failure to ensure that 
repaired tank systems are 

(T) Major Moderate $750 tightness tested within 30 
days of completion of repair 

§280.33(e) Failure to test cathodic 
protection system within 6 

(T) Major Moderate $750 months of repair of an UST 
system 

§280.33(f) Failure to maintain records of 
(T) Major Major $1500 each repair to an UST system 

280.34 Reporting and recordkeeping 
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For violations of reporting and recordkeeping, see appropriate regulatory section 
(e.g., reporting of releases will be under Subpart D). 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

2Deviation from requirement and potential for harm will vary depending upon the specific 
code or standard violation. 

[Appendix A-- Directive 9610.12] 
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Underground Storage Tanks 

You ,m' hf'n' EPA Home OSWER Underground Storage Tanks UST-Related Policy 
Directives Subj.JiHl 0--Reiedc.C Dcleclron Appcndrx A r>lalrrx Values for Selected Vrolal10n~ or 
Fedc~r-.;11 Underground Storuge rank f{cqulc1tions OSWER Drrectrve 9610.17 US FPA Penalty 
GUidclllCe ~or VIOiatiOIIS of UST RegUidliOn'> 

Subpart D--Release Detection: Appendix A Matrix 
Values for Selected Violations of Federal 
Underground Storage Tank Regulations OSWER 
Directive 9610.12 U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For 
Violations of UST Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART D -- RELEASE DETECTION 
NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.40 General requirements for all UST systems 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.40(a) Failure to provide adequate 
(1) release detection method 

capable of detecting a release (T/F) 
from tank or piping that 

Major Major $1500 

routinely contains product 

§280.40(a) Failure to install, calibrate, 
(2) operate, or maintain release 

detection method in (T/F) Major Major $1500 
accordance with 
manufacturer's instructions 

§280.40(a) Failure to provide a release 
(3) detection method that meets 

(F) Major Major $1500 the performance requirements 
in §280.43 or §280.44 

§280.40(b) Failure to notify implementing 
agency when release (F) Major Major $1500 
detection indicates release 

'§280.40(c) Failure to provide any release 
detection method by phase-in (F) Major Major $1500 
date 

§280.40(d) Failure to close any UST 
system that cannot meet 

(F) Major Major $1500 release detection 
requirements 
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280.41 Requirements for petroleum UST systems 

§ 280.41(a) Failure to monitor tanks at 
least every 30 days, if (T) Major Major $1500 
appropriate 

§280.41(a) Failure to conduct tank 
( 1) tightness testing every 5 (T) 

years, if appropriate 
Major Major $1500 

§280.41(a) Failure to conduct annual tank 
(2) tightness testing, If (T) 

appropriate 
Major Major $1500 

§280.41(b) Failure to use any 
underground piping (P) Major Major $1500 
monitoring method 

280.42 Requirements for hazardous substance UST systems 

§280.42(a) Failure to provide release 
detection for an existing 

(F) Major Major $1500 hazardous substance tank 
system 

§280.42(b) Failure to provide adequate 
release detection for a new 

(F) Major Major $1500 hazardous substance UST 
system 

§280.42(b) Failure to provide adequate 
( 1) secondary containment of 

(T) Major Major $1500 tank for a hazardous 
substance UST 

§280.42(b) Failure to provide adequate 
(2) double-walled tank/adequate 

(T) Major Major $1500 lining for a hazardous 
substance UST 

. §280.42(b) Failure to provide adequate 
(3) external liners for a hazardous (T) Major Major $1500 

substance UST 

§280.42(b) Failure to provide adequate 
(4) secondary containment of 

(T) Major Major $1500 piping for a hazardous 
substance UST 

280.44 Methods of release detection for piping 
. -

§280.44 Failure to provide any release 
detection for underground (P) Major Major $1500 
piping 

§280.44(a) Failure to provide adequate 
line leak detector system for (P) Major Major $1500 
underground piping 

§280.44(b) Failure to provide adequate 
line tightness testing system 

(P) Major Major $1500 for underground piping 
system 
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§260.44(c) Inadequate use of applicable 
tank release detection 
methods 

(P) Major Major $1500 

280.45 Release detection recordkeeplng 

§280.45 Failure to maintain any 
records of release detection (F) 
monitoring 

Major Major $1500 

§280.45 Failure to maintain every 
record of release detection (F) 
monitoring 

Moderate Minor $100 

§280.45(a) Failure to document all 
release detection performance 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 claims for 5 years after 
installation 

§280.45(b) Failure to maintain any results 
of sampling, testing or 

(F) Major Major $1500 monitoring for release 
detection for at least 1 year 

§280.45(b) Failure to maintain every 
result of sampling, testing or 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 monitoring for release 
detection for at least 1 year 

§280.45(b) Failure to retain results of 
tightness testing until next (F) 
test is conducted 

Major Major $1500 

§280.45(c) Failure to document any 
calibration, maintenance, and (F) 
repair of release detection 

Major Major $1500 

§280.45(c) Failure to document every 
calibration, maintenance, and 
repair of release detection 

(F) Moderate Moderate $500 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

[Appendix A-- Directive 9610.12] 
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Underground Storage Tanks 

You arc here EPA Home OSWER Underground Storage Tanks UST-Related Policy 
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Values for· Selected Violations of Federal Underground Storage Tank RegulatiOns OSWFR 
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Subpart E--Release Reporting, Investigation, and 
Confirmation: Appendix A Matrix Values for 
Selected Violations of Federal Underground 
Storage Tank Regulations OSWER Directive 
9610.12 U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For 
Violations of UST Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART E -- RELEASE REPORTING, INVESTIGATION, AND CONFIRMATION 
NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.50 Reporting of suspected release 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.SO(a)- Failure to report a suspected 
(c) release within 24 hours to the (F) Major Major $1500 

implementing agency 

280.52 Release investigation and confirmation steps 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.52(a)- Failure to investigate and 
(b) confirm a release (if 

(F) Major Major $1500 appropriate) using accepted 
procedures 

280.53 Reporting and cleanup of spills and overfills 

Unit Deviation 
, Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Vi~ation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.53(a) . Failure to report a spill/overfill 
(if appropriate) to 
implementing agency within (F) Major Major $1500 
24 hours (or other specified 
time period) 

§280.53(b) 
Failure to contain and (F) Major Major $1500 
immediately clean up a 
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spill/overfill of less than 25 
gallons 

§280.53(b) Failure to contain and 
immediately clean up a 
hazardous substance 
spill/overfill 

(F) Major Major $1500 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

[Appendix A-- Directive 9610.12 ] 
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Underground Storage Tanks 
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Subpart F--Release Response and Corrective 
Action: Appendix A Matrix Values for Selected 
Violations of Federal Underground Storage Tank 
Regulations OSWER Directive 9610.12 U.S. EPA 
Penalty Guidance For Violations of UST 
Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART F -- RELEASE RESPONSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 
NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.61 Initial Response 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation VIolation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.61 Failure to take initial response 
actions within specified time 

(F) Major Major $1500 period after a release is 
confirmed 

280.62 In.itial Abatement Measures and Site Check 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.62 
Failure to submit report on 
initial abatement measures 

(F) Major Major $1500 
within 20 days (or other 
specified time) of release 
confirmation 

280.63 Initial Site Characterization 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.63 
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Regulatory 
Citation 

§280.64 

Failure to submit report on 
initial site characterization 
within 45 days (or other 
specified time) of release 
confirmation 

(F) Major Major 

280.64 Free Product Removal 

Violation 

Failure to submit report on 
free report removal within 45 
days (or other specified time) 
of release confirmation 

Unit 
Assess
ment1 

(F) 

Deviation 
from Potential 

Requirement for Harm 

Major Major 

$1500 

Matrix 
Value 

$1500 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

[ Appendix A -- Directive 9610_, 12 ] 
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Subpart G--Out-of-Service UST Systems and 
Closure: Appendix A Matrix Values for Selected 
Violations of Federal Underground Storage Tank 
Regulations OSWER Directive 9610.12 U.S. EPA 
Penalty Guidance For Violations of UST 
Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART G OUT -OF-SERVICE UST SYSTEMS AND CLOSURE 
NOTE: This list of selected violations is NOT intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.72 Assessing the site at closure or change-in-service 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.72(a) Failure to measure (if 
required) for the presence of a 

(T/F) Major Major $1500 release before a permanent 
closure 

§280.72(b) If contaminated soil, 
contaminated ground water, 
or free product is discovered, 
failure to begin corrective 

(T/F) Major Major $1500 

action 

280.74 Closure records 

§280.74 Failure to maintain closure 
(F) Major Major $1500 records for at least 3 years 

§280.74 Failure to maintain change-in-
service records for at least 3 (F) Major Major $1500 
years 

1Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or facility (F). 
Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

[ App_g_o_Qj_x_A --Directive 9610.12] 
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Subpart H--Financial Responsibility: Appendix A 
Matrix Values for Selected Violations of Federal 
Underground Storage Tank Regulations OSWER 
Directive 9610.12 U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For 
Violations of UST Regulations 

Matrix Values for Selected Violations of 
Federal Underground Storage Tank Regulations 

SUBPART H -- FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
NOTE: This list of selected violations Is NOT Intended to be exhaustive 

and, therefore, may not include all possible violations 

280.93 Amount and Scope of Required Financial Responsibility 

Unit Deviation 
, Regulatory Assess~ from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.93(a) Failure to comply with 
financial responsibility 

(F) Major Moderate $750 requirements by the required 
phase-in time 

§280.93(a) Failure to meet the 
(1)-(2) requirement for per-

(F) Major Moderate $750 occurrence coverage of 
insurance. 

§280.93(b) Failure to meet the 
• (1)-(2) requirement for annual 

aggregate coverage of (F) Major Moderate $750 

Insurance. 

§280.93(f) Failure to review and adjust 
financial assurance after 

(F) Major Moderate $750 acquiring new or additional 
USTs 

280.94 Allowable Mechanisms and Combination of Mechanisms 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.94 Use of an unapproved 
mechanism or combination of 

(F) Major Moderate $750 mechanisms to demonstrate 
financial responsibility 
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280.95 Financial Test of Self-Insurance 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.95 Use of falsified financial 
documents to pass financial (F) 
test of self-insurance 

Major Moderate $750 

280.106 Reporting By Owner or Operator 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation VIolation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 

§280.106(a) Failure to report evidence of 
(1) financial responsibility to the 

implementing agency within 
30 days of detecting a known 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 

or suspected release 

§280.106(a) Failure to report evidence of 
(2) financial responsibility to the 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 implementing agency when 
new tanks are installed 

§280.106(b) Failure to report evidence of 
financial responsibility to the 
implementing agency if the 
provider becomes incapable of 

(F) Moderate Minor $100 providing financial assurance 
and the owner or operator is 
unable to obtain alternate 
coverage within 30 days. 

280.107 Recordkeeping 

Unit Deviation 
Regulatory Assess- from Potential Matrix 

Citation Violation ment1 Requirement for Harm Value 
§280.107 Failure to maintain copies of 

the financial assurance 
mechanism(s) used to comply 
with financial responsibility 
rule and certification that the (F) Moderate Minor $100 
mechanism is in compliance 
with the requirements of the 
rule at the UST site or place 
of business 

1
Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be apPlied per tank (T) or facility (F). 

Where the violation applies to piping (P), the assessment will depend on whether the piping 
is associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

[Appendix A-- Directive 9610.12] 
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Penalty Guidance For Violations of UST 
Regulations November 14, 1990 

APPENDIX B 

UST Penalty Computation Worksheet 
UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

Assessments for each violation should be determined on separate worksheets and totaled. 
(If more space is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

PART 1 - BACKGROUND 

Company name, ____________________________________________ __ 

Regulation violated __________________________________________ _ 

Previous violations, __________________________________________ _ 

Date of requirement _____________ Date of inspection, ____________ _ 

Date of compliance Explanation (if appropriate): 
1. Days of noncompliance ______ __ 
2. Number of tanks ____________ _ 

PART 2- ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

Avoided Expenditures ___________ Basis: ______________________ _ 
Delayed Expenditures Basis: ________________________ _ 
Weighted Tax Rate Source: ______________________ _ 
Interest Rate Source: ______________________ _ 

Avoided = {Avoided + Avoided x Interest x Number} x (1 - Marginal) 
Costs Expenditures Expenditures of Days Tax Rate 
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365 oays 

3. Calculated Avoided Costs: _________________ _ 

Delayed = Delayed x Interest 
costs Expenditures 

365 Days 

X Number 
of Days 

4. Calculated Delayed Costs: _________________ _ 

5. Economic Benefit Component: __________ (carry figure to Line 16). (Line 3 
+ Line4) 

PART 3 - MATRIX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

Potential for Harm: _______ Extent of Deviation, _____ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): (from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

7. Per-tank MV: _______ _ (if violation is per facility, the amount on 
Line 7 will be the same is the amount on Line 6) 

PART 4- VIOLATOR-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

Percentage Mat . Dollar 
Change x Val~~x = Adjustment Justification for Adjustment: 
(+or-) (+or-) 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
noncooperation 
9. Degree of willfulness 
or negligence 
10. History of 
noncompliance: 
11. Unique factors: 
12.Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Line 7 +Lines 8-11) 

PART 5 -GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

Level of 
Environmental Sensitivity: ____________ Justification: 
13. ESM (from document Page 21) _______ _ 
14. DNM (from document Page 21), _______ _ 

GRAVITY-BASED 
COMPONENT 

Adjusted 
Matrix x 
value 
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15. Gravity-Based Component:·~-----------
(Line 12 x Line 13 x Line 14) 

PART 6 -INITIAL PENAL TV TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Component::~----------
(from Line 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component: ____________ _ 
(from Line 15) 

18. Initial Target Penalty Figure: ____________ _ 
(Line 16 +Line 17) 

SIGNATURE: _____________ DATE: ___ _ 

[Directive 9610.12] 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

- ~~----=-~==M-P_~_1 _______ 1 

BACKGROUND 

Inspection Date: April 12, 1990 

facj!i!y Name and Doserlptlon: Ed's Gas and Go is a small gas station in a sem1-ruta1 pan ollhe coumy. 
The lacHity has 4 tanks, apparently installed prior to 1965. Judging from the condition of the facility and 
adjacent store, Ed's Income appears to be less than $50,000 per year. 

Violations: During the inspection, the Inspector obs8!Ved that Ed failed to provide a method of releasa 
detactlon by the December 22, 1989 deadline, In violation of 40 CFR secdon 280.40(c), 

Owner/Ooerator Resoonse: Ed claimed no knOWledge of the requirements for release detection. After 
being Informed of methods lor meeting the reculrement. he indicated that he would use annual tank 
tightnesS testing and monthly inventory control, in accordance with 40 CFR secdon 280.41(&)(2). Ed 
began to conduct adecuate monthly Inventory control and arranged lo hava his tanks tested within 1 o 
days. 

Preyious Actions at Facjli!v: Previously, Ed had been given a warning letter lor failure to comply '!"'th the 
notlficallon raqulrements, but had complied upon receipt of tha letter. No other previous VIOlations were 
identified. 

Current Statu~ at Stte: The inspector observed that given the age of the tanks, and Ed's previous Inability 
to detect any releases. !hera was a good chance lor a reteasa to occur and go umoticed lor a significant 
length of time. However. Ed's subsequent tightness tests indicated that the tanks were tight. The geology 
In the area Is fractured shale. There are no drinking water wells or sensitive wl1dltre receptors within a s.. 
mile radius of the site. 

pENAl, TV CALCULATION DATA 

Vlolotion: 40 CFR section 280.40(c) 

Daya of violation: 120 days from date ot noncompliance (December 22, 1989) to data of compfiance 
(AprH 22. 1990. which was 1 o days alter tha inspection). 

Avoided expendfturn: $2.50 per day = $300 lor 120 days (estimated cost lor labor needed to condUct 
daily Inventory ccmrol. based on 112 hour labor at $5.00 per hour) 

Delayed oxpendfturoe: $520 x 4 tanks • $2.080, where the average COst lor a tank tightness test is 5520. 
This is considered a delayed expendfture because ft was necessary to achievs compliance in this time 
frame. 

lnteroot rote: 18.1% ~ha ecuity dlscoum rate used in the BEN model lor 1990). 

Tox rote: 15% ~ha weighted average tax rate lor a lacHity wfth less than $50,000 annual income). 

{NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region in the country.] 
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I · · ·.· ·. · • · · .·· . • UST PENALTY COMPUTATIOtt WOfU(SHEET • 
--- ' -. ' ,-- -- ' ' .- .,- " ' I 

Assessments for each violation should be dotermined on separate worf<shaels and tOiaied. (If mora space 
Is needed, llltaCh separate sheet) 

I . PART t • BACKGROUND 

Previous vtolallons No 1-i f;,.,. fim 

k;fk,- i ssyu{. 

uuc.]-

I 

Data of requirement fQ. b 2 ( 1!1 

Data of compliance '1 ( 2. :2 / '1'1 

Data olinspectiono_'i::L../..U~2:..L.(1...,0L..._...,--
Expfana!lon (Uppmpriate): d., f:i "f 

1. Days of noncom~'-.!.1-",Q""O~---
2. Number of tanks, __ ....r.... ____ _ 

Cd»''f' fitUI U is {0 da •fS « .{-t.._ r" 
i~'5(7~<.f>"C7V1. 

I ·. PART 2 ·ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

Basis: 
• ..1 

i 
Avoided Expandtturas i 3 00 

Delayed Expandkures $ Ql 0 5" 0 

Weighted Tax Rata 0. If (I!;,, ) 

Interest Rata 0.1 'l I (f '6 ,, ) 

Basis: 

$ :l. SO Ot.r .Ia" fi,,- moo;-l.or,':J 

tse!O f!er E"'k ..(p,- n·1htnm -kst 

AVOIDED • [Avoided + 
COSTS l:"panciHuraa 

Ac • [ -'300 + 

Source: 

Source: 

m rr< -to, ; , w"'4- < s so; oo o l,. .. .-

BeN ..,.d,r r.,.., .. '?J J,"s,.~-1;" ,-.t.) 

Avoided x fntoraat x NumbeD 
ExR!ndtturM of om 

385Doya 

x (t • Weighted Tax Ro1o1 

(:/300 ". IS I 
"3~5 

" [1-.15] 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:_..::J...-=>J...:.'}-...:0<.--___ _ 

C-.3 



DELAYED COSTS • Del!y!d §pndJturtt x lnttrt!t x Number of Dm 
HIIDoyo 

1~0~0 ~ · IS"I ~ t';l.O • .ft;;zJj 
'3GoS" 

4. Calculated Delayed COSt: I I ;J 4 

s. Eccnomic Benelll component: ¥ :3 '11 (cany figure to Une 16). 
(Line 3 + Une 4) 

II PART 3 • MATIUX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY-BAseD COMPONENT II 
Potential ror Hann:._'-'tYI-'-'a'C;;P''o"-r ___ _ Extent or Devlatlon,_.~.tll=~'fj-"o"-r ____ ....:.. __ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): $ ffj 0 0 

7. Per-tank MV: J ~ OOQ 
(Line 2 x Utie 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(II violation Is per facility, the emount on une 7 will 
be the same as tne amount on Une 6) 

il PART 4 • VIOLATONPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MAlRIX VALUE I 
Percentage X Matrix -Dollar 
Change Value Adjustment 
(+ S![ ~} (+ or ·l Justification lor Adjustment: 

8. Degree or cooperation/ 
~,.,.p(i£d .. s rt!<;v•red. 

noncooperation 0 -'(,000 0 -1-olfowiAJ ilt:5~c.f.·OVJ. 

9. Degree of willfUlness 
o··<£ ,.r t;,.,...,.,_, '::J 

or negligence: 0 $(,000 0 V1'0 fG Q r~'fV/I'~WWl'l.+-s. 

10. History of w~ ,.,,." I~ tr~r ,S,s..;~ 

noncompliance: .. 52. :1{,000 ..$300 -A,, i>' ..,,·.~, v,"o/• +,·<WI. 

11. Unique factors: Q tl(ooo 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value J(,300 
(Une 7 + Unes 11-11) 
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r ,' UBT PENALTY COMPUTAliON WORKSHEET,,, ' I 
I PART 5 ·GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT , • , I 
Level of 
Environmental SensltMty Hlod<ca i e. 

13. ESM (from document Paga 21),_-'-1'-'£..__ 

14. DNM (lrom document Paga 21) /. 5" 

Just!ljcat!on: .4n'f rel~as~ iS no-1:-
, fi~l't +r, Miv.L '""P""" on "~•r~ 
,1,-;.,.f.,·"'f-.;"kc So<.~ra.r. p.k .. h'~ tJ 
lwt(J•cf OVf .,e ~MVt'rc,11"t\.t""t' .VawofJ 

be ,.,; "';m M r, td-H.t> ".T '-! -1-rarli,aJ 
st.. f... w6v/) c.o..,p/lc..Q reMeJ,aH<m. 

Envtronmental Deya of 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT = Ad)ueted Matrix Velue x Sen8lllvlly X Noncompliance 

Mulllpller Mulllpller 

68C. • $ ~'300 • 1.![ • I.<; 

15. Gravity-Basad Component: l1'f I "t !> 
(Uno 12 x Uno 13 x Uno 14) 

PARTe ·INITIAL PENALTY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Component :J 3q4 
(from Uno 5) 

17. Gravity-Basad Component $ f'f 1'/5" 
(lrcm Uno 15) 

18. Initial Ponelly Target Figure :I F-f S" C. 'f 
(Uno 16 + Uno 17) 

II 

SIGNATURE DATE: _____ _ 
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--··-· 0 ......................... .. 

I EXAMPLE2 I 
8ACKGRQUHQ 

Inspection Date: March 20, 1992 

Eac!lltv Name and OescriDiiorl: Johnson's Potromart, located at Pralr1e View Lane. Is one ol eight facilities 
in a convenience store chain thai spins three counties. This facDlly has a total ol 5 USTs, and there are a 
total o1 34 USTs at the 8 facilities. Based on an examination ol the parent company's tax returns, l was 

. determined that the company's taxable Income was 5280,000. 

YJo!atlons: Dur1ng the inspection, the inspector observed that the facility had no records ol financial 
assurance coverage as required by the April26, 1991 deadDne. Subsequently, the Inspector requested 
records for each ol the 8 Johnson 1ac!lilles. Upon lunher investigation, the inspector detennlned that the 
owner of the chain, J- Johnson, had acquired private Insurance (the owner did not qualify to seW-insure) 
for the other 7 facUlties. N. the remalnlng laciflty, ~. neither the Owner nor the operator had obtained 
the required coverage, thereby constJtutlng a violation ol 40 CFR section 280.93(a). This facility Is among 
the oldest In the Johnson's chain and Is operated with 4 bare steel UST systems and one cathodically 
protected UST system. The Other 7 facUitias were opened subsequent to the Interim prohibition and 
installed USTs that mee1 the Federal design, construction, and Installation requirements. Therefore, 
obtaining Insurance for these USTs was easier then for the facility In Viofatlon. The insurance company 
had indicated that tt would be wining to ensure the remaining facility provided that the tanks were retrofitted 
with spiiVoverflll prcrectlon and cathodic prcrection. 

Qwner/Operetor Response: Jack Johnson argued that n was the responsibility o1 the operator to upgrade 
his USTs so as to make them Insurable. The operator of the facility dalmed that he laCked the resources 
to upgrade his USTs and befitNed that the responsibUity for meeting the FR requirements was the owne(s. 
The enforcement staff delertnlned that the owner was aware o1 his responsibility to lnsura the USTs et all of 
his facilities and that only he had the means to do so. The Agency attempted to enter Into compliance 
negotiations with Jack Johnson, but to no IMIIl The Agency planned to Issue an administrative complaint 
on July 1 , 1992. 

Previous Actions at Facmtv: Previously, one of the Johnson's facilities had been Issued a \\'81T1ing tetter tor 
failure to notify the Agency after bringing a new UST into operation. The owner had complied after 
receiving the letter. Three other facUlties had been issued warning letters for failure to maintain all of the 
required monitoring records for release detection 

Current Status at sne: AJ. the time of the most recent inspection. it was datennined that the facility in 
violation of the FR requirements had an adequate method of release detection. and no releases were 
detennined to have oocurred. The geology in the area of the facility Is clay. The facUlty Is located In a 
semi-resktential/commercial area; however, there ate no drinking war:er wells or sensitive· wildDfe receptors 
wtthin a 3-mUe radius ot the stte. 
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UttYVt:M u1recuve ~ 1 u. 1:.::: 

PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

Vlolllllon: 40 CFR S8C1iPn 280.93(a) 

Doya ot vtolllllon: 430 days from dale or ncncomp11ance (April 26, 1991) 10 date or compliance (which, ro.. 
purposes or assessing the penalty, was dalennlnad to be July 1, 1992, 10 coincide wllh the date or the 
administrative complaint). 

Avoided oxpondnuroe: $27.40 per day • $11,781 for 430 days (estinaled Insurance premium, basad on 
an annual premium or $2,000 per UST for 5 USTs) 

Delayed oxpendnureo: $15,000 x 4 • $SO,OOO (Whefa the everage cost for system ratro11t Is $15,000). 
This is considered a delayed cost because ratrotittlng would enable Johnson's to ac:lll8ve compliance with 
the financial responsibility requirement. 

lntereot rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN modal lor 1990). 

Tax rote: 33% (the weighted average rate lor a facility with $280,000 In taxable Income). 

(NOTE: The numbers used to datennine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not nacessanly represent true COStS In any State or Region In the country.) 
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· " ' .. UST PENALTY CDMPUTA.liON WORkSHEET 
a I I 

Asseosmentslor each vtolaUon should 1>8 Cletennined on separale -...s and IOialed. (If """" space 
Is neeclod, attach separall ~) 

I PART 1• BACKGROUND 

Com~~·----:Tuo~hacn~Gta~~SL__P.~~~·~'uru~M~4~r~t~---------------------------
R~~~"~~~.~q~O~CE~R~~s~c~c~h~·~~_Q~U~~o~.q~3~0~~~)~-~n~a~i~l~v•~~=-~~~p~r.~o~v~i~d.~e~

.P.v/1 iinarlar. r 
' 

Previous ~lations No +if;ca firm vi o (._ +.·m U'l f[~) - wa ,,.,;_.q (e tt<" 
lSS!Ie.d,; fe{(RSt. d,fedirm l/fCf4h'rM (f'i'rf)- io/aM'i.J (.efkr" iSsv~d. 

Date of requirement 'i /:1 V /'I I Date of inspection '3/g 0 /<lil. 

Date of compliance 9/ f.( 'f 2.. Explanatlon (11 appropriate): da k of 

1. D~ of noncompllance. __ ....t..<f..,3.,0"---

2. Number of tanks 5 (()r "'r 
co,.,pl•"'~'~ ;,; ,,,s;cf~re4 h 
u d ~k co""p /,.;.,f: is issv.:d. 

• (o,;'J "{ u eJ -lo be. l'<:fr•+•+) 

PART 2 • ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

Avoided Expendftures....:<i:...wfl.,.., _,J'-'5"-'-f _ 

Delayed Expencf•ures ~ r/ Q, 000 

Weighted Tax Rate 0 3'3 (33/1.) 

Interest Rate 0 18/ (t~. I ?,) 

Basis: $:27 'iO p<r dJ '"svntrt~ 

Basis: $15; COo ;xr I.J51 C<!tr.-{:;f 
' 

Source: mrR ./c,c $B$0. ooo ;,..,cc...,e 
' 

Source: Be'tJ rnodd (qv.ty r;i,scoo..-: 

AVOIDED = ~voided + Avoided X lntorMt X Numbero 
COSTS ExpendfturM ,.Ex.,Dt,.,nd.,ft,.u..,rea~=------"'"'uD.,mw 

315 Daya 

x (1 • Wolglltod Tax Ratol 

1rC = [ $ If, 981 ... 

3. Caicu~~ Avoided Cost: _ _,;j._q'-'=s~':i-=ke..... ____ _ 

C-l! 
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..................... --~··- ............ , 

I I 
-DELAYED COSTS • l!!l!yed Expenc!l!!!rot x IDI!r!!l x HU!!!btr of Dm 

385 Daya 

DC : i_(g() 000 ' . IS I • 'f50 
' . 

-;(,5' 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost:_~ioL.J./..s;?i!<,... _,1-:....~-f!f:z._ __ 

s. Economic Benefit Ccmponeni:__./__.,;?,.:~,_,._,S.,_r.L..Jo<O:......_(ceny flgura to Uno 1 6). 
(Uno 3 + Uno 4) ' 

I PART :t • MA'Il'IIX VALUE FOR THE GRAVIlY-IIASED COMPONISNT i 
Potential tor Harm: lnod<o tL Extent of Oeviatlono_..r.rt/LJJ.aijj'->o::tr _______ _ 

6. Matrix Value (!.IV): 1 '1-SO (from document page 1 e or Appendix A) 

7. Per-tank MV: f, 9 SO (It violation Is per !acUity, the amount on Una 7 Will 
be the same as tho amcun1 on Uno 6) 

I 

B. 

9. 

10. 

, ,, 
12. 

(Uno 2 x Uno 6) 

PART 4 • VIOLATOR.SPEC!FIC ADJUSTMENTS lO MATRIX VALUE I 

Dog- of cooperatiOn/ 
noncooperallon 

Degree of Willtutness 
or negligence: 

Hlstcxy of 
noncompliance: 

Unique factors: 

Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Uno 7 + unes 8-11) 

Percentage x Matrix 
Chango ~ 
l+ or.) 

-. 'fo7. 1150 

~ :2 fi?. 1':;t;;O 

~ .;<o?. 1'7-SO 

0 s.1so 

= Dollar 
Adjustment 
C+ or ·l 

,. $300 

.. 1(-p~ 

.,. ltt;O 

0 

$135$ 

C·9 

JUS!l!jca!lOn lor AdjUS!ment: 

Own~l" Ul'tw' ;f{;"Cf fo 
II~Jof:ittl:i ~~o,.s-Jof' Co"¥f,:.n, 

Of;IJYie r t.Jec. S A ~oJore "f 
rt:tjv•~t:""-#-t: .~ .. ht.L fo 
c.o "'P~. 

Pr.-vi•vS ,,.. r ... h"OYI 

N(lt 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

·~·.· ./ .. • .•.. · ... _ ................. ··a "•··"", :co· ··u· -. ·-··--~ : · .• ·----<_,,·:·_.~-;::./:- -·--If".-.-...''" r"U&I'll-ltol'ft~l· 
-:~-. • . .- --

JUS!l!lca!lon; Poknn..J ;mpA.&.f .rf "'
ref<ase ol'\ file ~,..,;r,..,,.....-~; 

I 

13. ESM {from documertt Page 21)1 __ 1;,.__ 

14. DNM {from documertt Page 21)•-~=---

,.,.,( dr:,;..·~'f . ..J"''t<l' Sv1f:>I"<S 

w•.A.R. be nt{,; ...,. f. cl• '! s• ;f 
wu..A..f lim if .., /tJ r&< +>'M if' P"".l vd:. 

GRAVlTY·BASED COMPONENT • AdJuatod Motrlx Volue 

15. Gravity-Based Component :$ If f (,if 
(Line 12 x Una 13 X Une 14) 

Environmental 
x Sonalllvlly 

M~ftlpU.. 

Doya ot 
x .Noncompliance 

M~ftlpller 

I . PART 6 .INITIAL PENALlY TARGET FIGURE . i 
16. Economic Beneflt Componertt i ;;l<J., 3 9-Q 

(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Componem $ '-1 I {, 'f 
(lrom une 15) 

18. lnttlal Penally Target Figura $ CJ '-, 53 t 
(Line 16 + Une 17) 

SIGNATURE ____________ _ 

C-10 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

I EXAMPLE3 I 
• 

BACKGBOUND 

Inspection Date: N/A 

Facility Name and Pucr!pt!on: Kelly's Kwlk S1op Is a convenience store that rocerlly had Its thrH USTs 
taken out of operation. Prior to their removal, the USTa were operatad by the owner c1 the convenience 
store, Karen Kelly, and owned by Darby Distributors. an oil jobber. The taxable Income ol Darby 
Distributoro was $400,000 In 1989. 

V!o!a!ions: On May 20, 1989, Ms. Kelly roportad the pneaance o1 petrOleum vapors OUISfde ol her 
convenience store. The Agency'lnvestlgatad the slte and ccnflrmad the presance o1 a petrOleum release. 
Ms. Kelly reported that Darby Distributors had removed the 3 USTs locatad at her place of business on 
March 17, 1989; she was not aware of the requirement to notify the Agency prior to permanent closure or 
of the requirement to condUcl a slte assessment Ms. Kelly also oould not say - Darby Distributors 
had lulnHed these requirements. • Upon a review of the Agency's racorde, t was determined that Darby 
Distributors had failed to notify the Agency o1 the closure, thereby constituting a Ylolatlon ol40 CFR section 
280.71. The <fostributor was also unable to produce recorda clemonsltatlng compliance wth the closure 
slte assessment requirements. ~ng a vtolatlon ol40 CFR aect1on 280.74. The distributor also failed 
to uaesa the slte tor the presence o1 a release before permanent closure, In violation ol 40 CFR section 
280.72(8). • 

Owner/Operatm Resoonsl!: When the Agency contacted Darby Distributors, they Indicated that they would 
Initiate conective action only W they, and not Ms. Kelly, were actually responelble lor the release. The 
Agency lniOt'ntod them that as the owner of the USTs formerly In operation at Kelly's Kwlk S1op !hay as well 
as Ms. Kelly are responsible lor addressing arry release from thosa USTs. The Agency also Informed 
Darby Distributors that administrative orders were being prepared to compel them to clean up tho release 
and pay penaHies lor violations ol the closure requirements (the Agency was dealing separately with Ms. 
Kelly). IU that time, the cornpany·requested to enter Into ~ns wth the Agency In order to eotabllsh 
a conective action schedule and detonnlne the amount of the penaties to be assessed. 

Previous Actions at Factlirt: There were no previous incidents of violation at the facility. 

Current Status at Stte: Kelly's Kwik. S1op Is located in a rural pan o1 the oounty. There are, however, two 
private drinking-water weDs wthln a mile o1 tho facility and S8Y8nll others within 4 m1es of the facility. The 
lacHity Is located on&ohall mila 1r<fn a river that Is used lor rocraational purposas as wan as by various 
wildiHe as a sourca o1 -•· The geology In tho area o1 the sHe Is silt. 

• 



--··-·· ............. w ............ .. 

PENALlY CALCULATION DATA 

Vlollllton: 40 CFR -n 280.71 (a) 

Doya of Vlollllton: 94 days, from the la1est raqulrad- ol e<>mp11ance (FebnJaty 17, 1989) to the actual 
data o1 compllance (May 20, 1989), when! actual compliance Is assumed to be oolnCident with Ms. Kelty's 
repon to the Agency. 

Avoided expondftur .. : Ooemad negligible. 

Delayed expondfturea: None. 

lntoroot .rote: 18.1% (the equity discount rata used in the BEN model lor 1989). 

Tu roto: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company With taxable incoma greater than $340,000). 

PENALTY CALCULADON PATA 

Vlollllton: 40 CFR section 280.72(a) 

Doya of Vlolotlon: 64 days, from the la1est required dale ol compllanca (March 17, 1989) to the actual 
date o1 compliance (May 20, 1989), where actual compliance Is assumed to be coincident with Ms. Kelty's 
repon to" the Aliency. ' 

Avoided expondftur .. : $8,50Q x 3 USTs = $25,50Q (where the avwage cost lor a sfte assessment at 
closure Is $8,50Q per US1). 

Delayed expondfturea: None. 

lntoreot rote: 18.1% (the oquity discount rate used in the BEN modal lor 1989). 

Tu rote: 34% (the weighted avwago rate lor a company With taxable lncoma greater than $340,000). 

PENALlY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.74 

Days of VIolation: 64 days, from the latest requ~ed dale ol compilanca (March 17, 1989) to the actual 
dale of compliance (May 20, 1989), -• actual compllanca Is asst.med to be coincident with Ms. Kelty's 
repon to the Agency. 

Avoided expendlturea: None. 

Delayed expondfturea: Doemad negligible. 

lnteroot rote: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN model lor 1989). 

Tu rote: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company with taxable income greater than $340,000). 

[NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were Chosen for convenience 
only. Thay do not nee~ represent true costs in any State or Region In the country.] 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

[ I 
-

· Assessmants,fcr each vto1at1on should be determined on separate...,.,.._ and totaled. (11 mora space 
is needed, attach sepanao sMM.) 

Company name Ci:uby_ Dt"'sfribufrJr.s 

Regulation violated ,£{0 em gcb"m Q)ffO.?'l ,,.) - Fr:~ifvrt: *' 
no6"£:j 30 d11y:. pr:ar fo .fa,f. closvre. 

Date of requirement· a./ t:f { S: '!' 

Date of compliance 5'/:?o ·/t5 'l 
1. Days of noncompliance "1'-f 

2. Number or tanks•--..1.....1------

Date ct lnspectiooi__,Kx..t...fAa. ______ _ 

Explanallon (ll appropriate): 

.PART 2 & ECONOIIIJC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

Avoided Expenditures'-.....!c'---

Dalayed Expendttures lo/ /A 
Weighted Tax Rateo_..t.,-y.J...J./,c;;AL.. __ _ 

Interest Ratei_._LN.:~ft~!4L ____ _ 

Basis: Cosa far mfifi·"'o-""' "''JI'j'b~ 

Basis: -------------

Soor~=-----------------------
Soorce: -------------

AVOIDED a ~yoldod + 
COSTS ~pondlturH 

Avoided X lntoreot X Numbe~ 
oiDrt!J 

X (1 • Weighted Tax Rote) 
ExD!ndltur!f 

3. Calculated AVOided Cost::_...!_"/_;0>:::.._ ____ _ 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

OELA YEO COSTS = D!leyed Expenditures x Interest x Number of Dan 
365 D•y• 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: i 0 
5. Economic Benefit Component:. __ --"i'-"O:::_ ___ (cany figure to Une 16). 

(Une 3 + Una 4) 

PART 3 • MAmiX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY·BASED COMPONENT 

I 

Potential tor Harm: __ J:m="'"+i dca..r_--._ 
J 

Extent of Deviation, __ ....:.M-...,'!jo,'/"1:2'-'r'"'-----'----

6. Matrix Value (MV):_..t.f-'fo..,OZJ=O::.___ 

7. Per-tank MY: 'f IS()() 
(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(if violation is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on une 6) 

PART 4 • VlOLATOR.SPECIFIC AO.JUSTMENTS TO MAmlX VALUE 

Percentage X Matrix - Dollar 
Change VaJUO Adjustment 
(+ or ·l (+ or ·l Justlficatton for AdiuStment 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
o .. fll r u 'f""-S tiel "~'I o h • ./, ·"" s 

lO {,. ... "t5:.0 ""'t afiU, ~::J. w•u..ui .,1 noncooperation ~ il2J.Q ; ,.. ,.cl::;. t:d 11 ,'.sf,..-fi v~ "~ 

9. Degree of willfulness 
+ t07. .. 1&00 

(J..,u.r UN!d -/r, -/.. U , 
or negligence: tt£00 a.{ v~~n..'J: .; df~,... *'' .s 

i'J"'"'"'" ,f r•qvlM~~fs 
10. History of 

"'lA noncompliance: 0 t_IS7JQ 0 

11. Unique factors: 0 {6a? 0 ,v/,4 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value i. '2~ 5'0 
(l1ne 7 + Lines 8-11) 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 
a 

I PART 5 ·GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

Level of 
Environmental Sensitivlty_..LifL'j'-'. f-b<L.. __ _ 

13. ESM (from document Page 21 )--==--

14. DNM (from document Page 21) /.If> 

GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT = Adjusted Motrlx Volue x 

15. Gravity-Based Component: :/. fe 9-50 
(Une 12 X Une 13 x Une 14) 

Environment•! 
SenoKivlty 
MuKipller 

PART 6 ·INmAL PENALTY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Componem 0 
(from Line 5) 

t7. Gravity-Seised Component '(,7-50 
(lrom Line 15) 

18. IMial Penalty Target Ftgure 1 Vtf>O 
(Line 16 + Line 17) 

Doya of 
x Noncompll•nce 

Multiplier 

I 
I 

I 

SIGNATURE _____________ _ DATE ________ _ 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

• 

I ····I 
Assessmems for eech vlola!lon should be determined on Mplllllle - ond - (II more space 
Is needed, attach separate sheet) 

I PART 1 • IIACKGAOUNO 

Company name 'Darby 'Dis+n· bvir;II'S 

Regulation violated i.fO CPf?. ,s..xfi'oo 61'3'0. ;f-2.(..,)- fai/vr.e W 
a ss-.-ss ;s;-f;,e at -b:!nls cdos.,ce 

I 

Date ol requiremem 3 / f '? /It q · 

Date ol comptiance Sf .:ZO f l!''f 

Date ollnspectlon'--.J.N"--"'M"------

Explanatlon (ll appmpriate): 

1. Days of noncompliance (p"f 

2. Number ot tanks, __ ,..3.t_ ____ _ 

PART 2 • ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT I 
Avoided Expenditures $as, SDO 

Delayed Expendltures•_.t.!V::!....!.flla.. __ 

Weighted Tax Rate 0. 3 i (3 't 'l.) 
lmerest Rate o. f$1 (r'D. f 7.) 

BM~: ---------------
Source: rYI1R me ii1Conu. > S :53£. 000 

Source: 8cAJ tr!Qdef {<'f "'1J drs (Qu-rf ra Ti) 

AVOIDED • ~voided + Avoided x lntoreet • NumbeD 
COSTS Expendtturea .sEx~pei!!!!!ncl!!!ft!!!u!!.!res~=----"oi'-'D!I!m!!! 

365 D..,. 

x (1 • Weighted Tox Rote) 

AC. ~ [ :J ;)5, 5"00 -+ 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: $ I 9; 3C. 'f 
C-16 



I UST PENALlY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

• DELA YEO COSTS = Delayed Expenditures x lnterut x Number of Dave 
365 Doya 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: ___ _,."------

OSWEA Directive 9610.12 

s. Economic Benefit Component:. _ _,ic..t<-?.z...,..:3uG..L..'fL-_(cany fogure to Una 16). 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

PART 3 • MATRIX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

I 

Potential for Harm: fh ajo r Extent a Devlatlon, __ .!./YJ'-'-''!JLJ.'"'"'-',..----.,----
s. Matrix Value (MV): II Soo 
7. Per-tank MV: I (q 000 

(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 18 or Appendix A) 

(W violation is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on una 6) 

PART 4 · VIOLATOR·SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

Percentage x Matrix = Dollar 
Chango ~ Adjustment 
(+ or w) {+ or ·l JYSificat!2!:! for Adi!:!stment: 

Owner 'Jr!"~s.kJ n~ofJ-.. fitM. 
8. Degree of cocperation/ .. fr,oo "+ Q. r IK'::J. ar,-u.tl e 

noncooperatiOn + /0 '2o $k000 ; "'di'~ (J.J l"'t".S.,.,. -H .,t_ 0 

9. Degree of wiiHulness 
.. ~00 

o..~..- "-f'P~,.,.:f -Ia -lo.u 
~ 'tO?. I t,ooo d v•wk> 1.: :f ~,...-1.,-> or negligence: 'll"'"""" ~f"''~~,.+.:. 

10. History of 
tJ/A noncompliance: 0 !{ 621?00 0 

11. Un~ue factors: I MOO 0 ,v/A 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value i '1000 
(Ltne 7 + Lines 8-1 1} 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

I 7 

Level of 
Environmental Sensnivily Hz 'q h 

13. ESM (from document Page 21) .2. 

14. DNM (from document Page 21),_.:..1 __ 

GRAVITY·BASED COMPONENT = AdJU81tod M- Value 
Environmental 

x s-liMly 
Mulllpller 

Doya of 
x Noncompliance 

Mulllpller 

6tSc ; .i crooo " ,;;. ~ 1 : fl~ooo. 

15. Gravity-Based Component: $ /~ 000 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

PART 6 ·INITIAL PENAL TV TARGET FIGURE 

.16. Economic Benefo Component .$ f''f, '3 (, :f 
(from une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component f. /<Q., 000 
~rom Une 15) 

18. lnnial Penalty Target Figure f '3 5', ;3 !I '-/ 
(Une 16 + Une 17) 

SIGNATURE ____________ _ 

C-18 

DATE ___ _ 



I I 
Assessments for each VIolation should be determined on S8pal'll8 wotk8haeta and totaled. (II more space 

'Is needed, attach sepan!IO -) 

I . PART t - BACKGROUND I 
Company name D:. rbJ p,; sfri bvie rs . 
Regulation violated 'tO CER s.:dro(! 02 ao. 9 'f - Fr. i I vr e Po 

Date ol requirement_.,3<..J{L...L..I 't~f~z-"-q;:~._ __ 

Data ol compllance _ _,~'-'/'-';;t""-"Q'-/'-"8''-'q'----
1. Days of nonoompllanca, _ __,(,~J.f~---

2. Number of tanks.__.....::~=------

DataoliM~·--~N~~~------------
Explanation Ct appropnato): 

PART 2 ·ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT I 
Avoided Expand~ures /II /,1 
Delayed Expendnures _ __;O"'---

Weighted Tax Rata N /h 
Interest Rate N fA 

Basis: ______________ _ 

Baals: Cost pf recordtu.p;J n<!'j l·j :be.... 
Sowce: ------------------------------
Source: ____________ _ 

AVOIDED • [Avoided + 
COSTS ~pandHuraa 

Avoided x lntorelt x 
ExD!ftdlturee 

Numbe;-j 
oiDmJ 

x (t • Weighted Tax Rllo) 

365 Doya 

a Calculated Avoided Cost:_-'i:L....JC-~"-------
C·19 



OSWER Directive 9610.12 

I I 
DELAYED COSTS " De!Jyt<! Expend!!U!!! l! !mort!! ! Number of Om 

385 Ooya 

4. Calculated oalayed Cost: __ ... f>_,O""-----
s. Economic Beneflt Componant: _ _.j~OL-____ (carry figure to Una 16). 

(Una 3 + Una 4) 

PART~ • MATRIX VALUE FOR lHE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT·· II 
Potantlal lor Harm: rY/4 i Q r 

J 
6. Matrix Value (MV): f £5"00 

7. Per-tank MV: i (fLO 0 
(Una 2 x Una 6) 

Extent or Oevtationc__--"tn'-'-":~f'jok<!r'--------
(!rom document page 18 or Appendix A) 

(If violation is per !acUity, the amount on Una 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Line 6) 

PART 4 • VIOLATORoSPEC!FIC AO.JUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

8. Degree or cooperation/ 
noncooperatlon 

9. oeg- or willfulness 
or negligence: 

10. History or 
noncompliance: 

11. Unique !actors: 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(IJne 7 + Unas 8-11) 

Percentage x Matrix = Dollar 
Change Value Adjustment 
(+ or ·l (+ 0! ·l 

+ 10'1. f?_!Sl! () +-~/51> 

• '10 ?. $t5PO ... t (,IX? 

0 i.t5?Jo D 

Q it5r>O 0 

~;;;;;so 

C·20 

Jdcatlon lor AdiuS!ment: 
()M>"' t: r- '"" 'f v<! £C,d 1/1 q o k,. 1-i"' 
0""" a~r hellltf ve:.r#fcd d 

;,.,.p-e,d.·'j ~#INti~ kve otclt 

Ot.mt:r ~l'""'ed fa -Ia I... 
t.ulvt.ri1Aq<f:. of o~e,.,+er;. 
l.jn.c mn!c. 4f l<fvi rewo...e..,.f:s 

rJ/A 

/J(A 



Level ol 
Environmental Sensltlvlly f6 fh 
13. ESM (from document Page 21),__.i?...._ __ 

14. DNM (from document Page 21),_..:.1 __ 

GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT • AdJueted Motrlx Value x 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Environmental 
S.neltlvlly 
Multiplier 

Days of 
x Noncompliance 

Mulllpner 

GBC. =.$~~so • ;;~,. • '= .:IJ.ff>OO 

15. Gravity-Based Componenl: $ 'i5I){) 
(Une 12 X Une 13 X Une 14) 

I PART II • INITIAL PENALlY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Component_$.;..._,0.::;_ __ 
(from Une 5) 

11. Gravity-Based component ~ 'i 5"00 
(from Une 15) 

16. Initial Penalty Target Figure :fq 5""0 0 
(Une 16 + Une 17) 

(of-ttr Sn ifrt>. I P~ n~ IJ::f T"- rqd -lor D.. r':y /::>•:S-1-t-i lo v-1.>..-.s : 

= Viol.:<f>'"" -#t .,. v;~t .. h'""' 112. + Viol~fi.., ~.:3 

== i>(/fS"O t 1 :35', 3C.-'-i • J 'i'S'OO = .f> if&., ~1'-f 

. 
S~NATURE ___________________ __ DATE ______ __ 

C·21 



OSWER Directive 9610.12 

I EXAMPLE4 I 
BACK!! ROUND 

lnspect!on Date: December 15, 1991 

FaciliiV Name and OeleriD!Ion: Jony's Gas and Grocery is a medium-siZed facility In a commercial section 
or town. The facility nas 4 usrs, 3 or whlcl1_, Installed In 1968 and one In 1989. • was estimated that 
the company's taxable income was $70,000 In 1990. 

Violations: On OctOber 16, 1991, the Agency discovered that Jony's Gas and Grocery had a release. At 
tho time or the release, an adequate method ot release detection was not In use at the facUlty, constltuting 
a violation or 40 CFR section 280.40(c) tor the 3 tanks Installed In 1968. The Agency senl wrltten 
notification (after intonning the owner of the release by telephone) or tho release to tho lacirrty and 
requested, among other things. that tho facility report evidence of financial responsibility within 30 days. 
While conducting a file review on December 15, the compliance stall observed that the facility had tailed to 
report this evidence, in violatlort of40 CFR section 280. 106{a){1). A site Inspection conducted on this date 
Indicated that an adequate method of release detection was stlll net In use. 

OWnertOperator Response: When notified of these violations. the owner submitted evidence that he had 
acquired a letter of credit from a bank to meet the FR requirement and began to conduct inventcxy control 
and dally m-orlng invnedialely, and atrangad tor tank tlghlnMs tests. The owner, however, had tailed to 
Initiate corrective actions {boyo!ld the Initial abatement measures) tor 1ac1c of funds. The owner's failure to 
report his financial assurance mechanism wllhln the required tlme poriod, lherelora, delayed the cor<actlng 
of the bank and the collection of funds wtth which to Initiate corrective action. 

In 1989, the facility was assessed penalties for failure to notlfy the Agency o1 

Current Status at Site: Because an adequate method al release detection was not in operation. the 
release wer< undetected tor a matter of monthS. The geology In tho area of the facility Is fractured shale. 
The facility is located In a commercial area There are no drinking water wells or sens•lve wlldiRe receptors 
wtr:hln a 5-mile radius of the site. 

PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

Vlolotlon: 40 CFR section 280.40{0) 

Dayo of vlolotlon: 358 days. trom the latest required date of compliance {December 22, 1990} to the 
actual data ot compfrance {December 15, 1991). 

Avoided expondHuroo: $2455 total • $895 labor lor 358 days, at $2.50 per day (ostlmated cost tor labor 
needed to conduct daily Inventory control based on 1/2 hour labor at $5.00 per hour) + $1560 for 
tightness testing tor 3 tanks {where the average cost tor tank tlghlnMs testing Is $520 per tank}. 

Del•yed expenditure•: None . . 

lntereot rote: 18.1% {the equity dlscour< rate used In the BEN model lor 1991). 

Tax rate: 18% (the weighted average rate tor a company with taxable income of $70,000). 

C-22 



OSWER Directive 9610.1~ 

PENALTY CALCULADON DATA 
-

Vlolotlon: 40 CFR section 280.106(&)(1) 

Daya of Vlolotlon: 30 days from the latest required dale ol compliance (November 1$, 1991) to the actual 
data Dl compUance (December 15, 1991). 

Avoided expendnuree: $8219 • Amount Ollnl8t'ast avoided on $1,000,000 lell8t' o1 credn becauoe ol 
failure to provide the Agency with evidence 01 financial responsibility (based on 30 days Of Interest at 10%, 
the rate charged by Jerry's bank for lellor of credk drawdown). 

Delll)'ed expenditures: None. 

lntereot rote: 18.1% ~he equity discount rate Ul8d In the BEN model lor 1990 and 1991). 

Tu rote: 18% ~he weighted average rate for a company with taxable Income ol $70,000). 

• 

[NOTE: The numbers USed to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for c"""""''""• 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region in the country.] 



I I 
AsSeSSments fer each - should be dalarmined on separate woncsheels and totaled. (II more space 
Is needed, attach separme sheet.) 

I "'' " ,; .. · PART1·BACKGROUND .· ·.·· ' ,' :~-: ' _, - - - ' - " -

Company name -:krcr.(s <5as I, Mour:y 

& ;lw< .fa Regulation violated 'iO G ER Sf!C b 'q(! ;;z $0 '10 (!; )6) -

har' r~f<R5~ dekc+.·m hy ramp/ignu. d<tt. (rzlz2/'fo) 

Date of requirement 11:1./2 '),/qo 

Date of compliance I g (IS" ( 'fl 
1. Days of noncompHance 35$ 

2. Number of tanks If (or 3l 

1/5'7 iN-fs II., ht?'(l. 

Data of inspectlon I ;J.UfL / q; 

Explanation (II appropriate): 

II PART 2. ECONOMIC BENERT COMPONENT 

Avoided Expandhuras ~ ;?, /.{ 55 
Delayed Expandhures'-'. NCf...!.f.!:!A!___ __ _ BasiS: IV /4 
Weighted Tax Rate Q.l IS (I~?.) 
lmerestRateQ./!fl {lr;. I?.) 

Source: fl111! /pc iiiC.OMe ,.(- :/.90 OOQ • 

AVOIDED = ~voided + Avoided x Into,_ x Numbero 
COSTS ExpondHurea !;Ex!IOOI!!!!M!!JdH!!!U!!!rO~O~-=---~oi!.JD~o!J!!)Ia 

385DOY8 

.x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

' '35'3 ] ,.. 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:: _ __zf_.;;(a..;;3L~:!...l..Q'----
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DELAYED COSTS • D!lnec! ExDtncll!yrM x Inter- x Number af Om 
3N01y8 

4. Calculated Delayed COSI: __ _,O;,_ ____ _ 

OtiWEH UtrectJVe 9610.12 

5. Economic Benefit Component: /,;) '31-0 (carry !lgure to Uno t 6). 
(Line' 3 + Uno 4) 

I • PART 3 • MAlRIXVALUE FOR THE GRAVITY"IIASED COMPONENT·· 

I 

I 
Potential for Harm:._.J.tllu.rt,~I.Gtou( ___ _ Extent d DaviatJon, _.JJttZ~o..;.i~o:t..r ____ ~--

- J 

6. Matrix Value (MV): !f 1$7)0 

1. Per-tonk MV: f J.f~OO 
(Line 2 x Uno 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

fd violation Is por facility, the 8I110Ur'« on Une 7 will 
be the same as the ~nt on Una 6) 

II PART 4 • VIOLATOR.SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MAlRIX VALUE 

Percentage X Matrtx = oonar 
Chenge Value Adjustment 
(+ S![ ·l (+ !l!: ·l Justification !9!: Adjustment: 

a. Degree ot cooperation/ 
t!ompk· ed liS reqvired 

noncooperation 0 4'-ISVO 0 .?cll•wi~ I'IO+i f> C 4 f> <NI. 

9. Degree or willfulness 
,V/A "' negligence: Q .:f_/.{~00 () 

10. History ot 
+-1('350 

PrL Vf.Ov~ ~,.(),'( f.'ov1 

noncompliance: + 3o?. .f'i57JO j 1"11/0 ( c/ ,.J [X"" tf.·e s. 

11. Unique factors: 0 "''1 sv 0 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value !s--oso 
(Line 1 + unes B-11) 

C-25 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET I 

~~-==-===============P-A=RT==S=·=G=RA•~--TY-·=BA-S•E=D-C-O•M•PO-=N=E•NT-=-==========-====~~ 
Level of 
Environmerttal Sensrtlvlty Made r...ti 

13. ESM (from documertt Page 21) {. £ 

14. ONM (from document Page 21) ;J. 5 

JustWicatiOn: 'Kel<'•k ,;, ,..1 /(Ltt., -iz> h• ~ 
;,..P•'* .,., .,,..,.,...1. ,.- ~~r+cJ.. ""'"' ~v 
YD"tt_,<,•J ;,...p-.d- ..., -fN h'lV(IflY'I ..... -.f 
;s .., ;,.,·IY'J, J#r""14 f"'k"t.·J 
J...-c.., f'eU:fJ-If>ys iUL p~S.....I. 
"Fa.c.fwrd .sli...U w•~~ cc.-p4C... f:l 
r~-J ,:_f..,. 

Depot 
GRAVITY·BASED COMPONENT = Ad)uoted Matrix Value x 

Environmental 
Senelllvlty 
Munlpllllr 

x Noncompliance 

15. Gravity·Based Component: 
(Line 12 x Line 13 x Line 14) 

I PART 6 ·INITIAL PENALTY TARGET FIGURE 

1 6. Economic Benefrt Component f 2 3 ?-Q 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Componertt f::J.f, '1'3'11 
(from Une 1 5) 

18. lnrtial Penalty Target Figure 1 1'1 30 'il" 
' (Une 16 + Une 17) 

SIGNATURE, _____________ _ 

C-26 
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• 

I 
Asoessments for each litolallon lhould be determined on S8p8l8l8 WCll1<"'- and IOI8I8d. (11 more opace 
Is needed,--"'-.) 

I PART t • BACKGROUND ·. 

Company name :r;. w(• ()as 1 6 co a :J 
Regulation violated qa C.ER S(.cffQYI 9250. lOti [a)(,)- feilvr-e -i:o 

tGpoct GVicf.cnu. of .fr'aqnCc'gf aS4Vf'"q0'£ w;.H,in 30 

Date of requirement 1/ fts-1 q{ 

Date or compliance ra f r <> I q I 

1. Days of noncompUaoce. _ __,.3"'0"-----
2. Number ol tanJcs, __ _._ ____ _ 

Date of Inspection I f6 11'5 /<tt ·· 
Explanalion (I appropriate): 

. · PART 2 • ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

I 

I 
Avoided Expendltures_..;cl~[,...,Ql...._/ q..__ 

AvDid~t:i in-lt:r<St. 
Basis: p• ;,( <M :1/, 0/)t) OoQ 

' 

#t•f ..JD.J& Jf • ..e! b. 
te!kr- ,f- u¢1;+ fZ>r 

Basis: '*t/8 i I&<. Delayed Expendltures'---0""---

Weighted Tax Rate Q. 16 ft'6 '7.) 
Interest Rate o./-st Ui. r 2.) 

Source: H1TR .lac t"11 COm? tK !'h), 000 

source: TlEtJ ~rtodd r,,.,.·rv dt'rc<>un-t ,-.,. u) 

AVOIDED = ~voldod + Avoldod x lnterMI x NumbeD 
COSTS Exponclllvrea • .,Ex,.pe,.ndwwl!u..,r.,u:-::,=---'o!"'-"D"'m.., 

· HSDoya 

x (t • Welglltod Tu Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:_...=$:..~0!:-'fS::....!'-/'-"0:.._ __ _ 
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.. -··--···- --·-··-

I · .m .•••• ,, .• • .• ; •. , ••. ' .•. USTJ'ENALTI'COMPUTAliONYttOIIKSIEET . ···· 
7 

DELAYED CDSTS • P.I!Y!d Expendfturu X lnlerMt x Number of Dm 
HSDoya 

4. calculated Delayed Cost:,·_---'-"-----

5. Economic Benefit Component: f li f5 'tO 
(Une 3 + una 4) 

(carry fig\n to Una 115). 

I PART :t • MATIIIX VALUE FOR THE aRAVITY-IIA&eD COMPONENT 

I 

PatentlallorHarm: mod.er<(. 

6. Matrix Value (MV): $ 't 50 

E>ctent or Deviation fYl11 i or ·--~¥,~-----

(!rom document page 16 or Appendix A) 

1. Por~ank MV: .$ 9so (II violation Is per lecility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Una 6) (Une 2 X Una 6) 

I · · PART 4 ·VIOLATOR-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO. MAlRIX VALUE 

Percentage x Matrix & Dollar 
Change lli!!.!! Adjusunent 
[+ !l! ·l [+ or ·l JY§liftcation !2!:: Adjl§tm~nt: 

a. Degree at cooperation/ 
C.o..,p tied <>.5 ~""eq vt'rerJ 

noncooperaaon 0 $7-sp Q fo fl """ ,."J non· A· c .. h ev1 

9. Degree or willlulness 
f't50 N(/1 

or negligence: f2. Q 

10. Htsloly at ~{?;s-
Prc~•tJ~s vi'tJ ( "- +-.· <¥1 

noncomprcanca: .,. 30 '· i'l5o ; 11 1/o lv t'tt:J ~ "'"" r~o;.~ s 
11. Unique !actors: 0 11-SD Q 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value i<t?:J 
(Una 1 + unes &-11) 

·C-28 
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I 
i 

. ' 

I ·· • . UST PENALTYCOMPUTAliON WORKSHEET • • I 
I ...• PART I· GRAVITY-BA~ED COMPONENT ·.· ·.' .· I 
Level of 
EnvirOnmental SensiiMty_.r..t1fw.~.llU"""""r_.,J:t.,..__ 

13. ESM (from document Page 21) f. 6 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) (. 0 

Jus!!!!cation; R e ( ~R s ~ ,;s l'ltJf /i 4 f 'f_ lo 
It t11 ve. i'" pIt e:l tUI"' _. q l"fh.,,~ eu 6v ;q:. c.t. 
,.;.o Q r . PQ~ .. ~·..R'"' ; ,., p~ f ,..,. #I e 
(""" Vl'f"Z'" ~l"'f i.S 'Ytii'J ih'IJ, J-/11 ~~~ J, 
pQt.,-n·J h...-•"' .-~efJfo~ ,.,.~ 
'1>t'eS<:,-f. 'F,..cJ..,,.~ sit~ '""" t..R 
C.tJ,.,pl;c.;(:l ;'I!Nii!di" f>'<N!. 

Envlronmentol Doyo of 
GRAVIlY·BASED COMPONENT m Ad)uoted Motrlx Volue x Senolllvlly x Noncompliance 

15. Gravity-Basad cornponert; $ I '"f k ;l.. 
(Une 12 x Uno 13 x Uno 14) 

MulllpDer Mulllpnar 

I ·PART e • INITIAL PENALlY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Component $ lo '8 40 
(lrom Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component $ I '-1 (,~ 
Orom Una 15) 

18. lnttial Penaity Target Figure f. 5" 3 0 ~ 
(Una 16 + Une 17) 

/o+J ;r.,;fJ·,J. Pe""-ry T"'"1<+ .fer :krr:/s G..s ; 6rrx.tz~ 
= V (tJ ( ~ -n· 0"" -#- I <" t/ i c I 11. + i t1"() 4*- ;2. 

:I ~4' '308' .. $ 15 30 '"-
= j3;J.,r..ro 

SIGNATURE ____________ _ DATE, _____ _ 
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I EXAMPLE 5 I 
BACKGROUND 

lnspec!lon Date: January 8, 1990 

Fapjll!y Name and Des!;r!DIIoo: The Mammoth Oil facility localed 81345 Pine Street has 5 USTs and is 
owned and opetated tJY Mammoth 011 Company, a national petroleum marlteter with taxable income over 
$335,000. 

VIolations: Upon Inspection a! the facility, the Agency discovered thai 2 new bare steel USTs were 
Installed on November 15, 1989 without cathodic prolactlon. This omission constllutad a viOlation ol 40 
CFR section 280.20(a)(2)(11). The tanks failed to,_ the patformance standards spaclflad In section 
280.20(a)(2)(11), or arry of the codas or standards outlined by the ragulalions as acceptable for compliance. 

Qwnor/Ooarator Response: When noClflad of the viOlation, the company's. attorneys asked to enter into 
negotiationS to detannlna the schedule and terms ol compliance, as weA as arry penalties thai might be 
essaosad. . The result olthe negotiations was a consent order in which the owner agreed to install property 
designed cathodic protactlon (In accordanca with the National Association ol Corrosion Engineers 
Standard RP.o2-85) and pay the penally bY March 1, 1990. 

' previous Actions at Facility: The facility was issued a notloa ol viOialion in 1987 for failure to notify the 
Agency al a new UST Installation. In 1988, the company was issued two admlnislratlve orders, one 
compelling remediation c1 a release and the other assessing penalljes for failure to repon the release to 
the Agency. 

Current Status at Ske: IV. the lima olthe inspection, the facility was conducting a method o1 release 
detection in accorcrance with the reqUirements. The Agency determined thai I was unUkeiy thai there was 
a release at the present lime. The geology in the area al the facility Is graveL The facility Is located In an 
urban residential area There are no drinking water weDs or sensittva wildlife receptOrs within a 3-.mile 
radius of the area 

PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.20(&)(2)00 

Ooya of vlolotlon: 105 days, from the required date of compliance (November 15, 1989) to the actual date 
ol compliance (March 1, 1990). 

Avoided expendlturw: None. 

D•l•yed expendltur .. : $3,050 x 2 USTs • $6,100 (where the average cost for Installation of a cathodtc 
protection system Is $3,050 per UST). 

Interest rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rata used in the BEN model for 1990). 

Tox rate: 34% (the weighted average rata for a cornparry wlh taxable income of $335,000). 

(NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region in the country.] 
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--··-·· -··--··· .............. ... 

I .. · UST PENALTY COMPUTA110N WORKSHEET .· 
' -- -- ::.,:: I 

I\SS85Sm8nts tot each 'llolallon should be determined on sepat8l8 --- and totaled. (II mora space 
Is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

[ . PART 1 • BACKGROUND I 
Compahy nsme_mu.w..l'"-!!!.J.!LJ!!la:l~a:f:h.'---"0"'--j{ ........,(J:;.!Kl/!:J(dS!.~.!..!:.¥-1'7.(1 ---
Regulation violated_.::t'i~Oc_.JCF~t:'t..e_=..::·~~'=".(,LC·cM=_.,.:JL'tru..~"-:;l..o!..it;"-l.z;:.!!.,-')"'(~:z.'-').:-:._z:Eo:!!L;!../'-!,!."'~~~-1-o=---

WJ.uf o.-c .£,c"'""'' q sff. nd rwb ,4, r c,;fb ()eft<: P~Z> ie.cht?(l 

Prevtousvlolations 'R.ekliis:: ncfl'fiad!d¥1 (f<U<I-)- +we ad"";a,;<fa.fi~ 
an1c..s rss ved (df)~ .fr, wmpe I ck.!i n vf' ~ (M<:- fp q suss 'j><l'rq..Ur·4s) 

Date of requirement II f1<L I 19 Date of Inspection, _ _:_/ t..fle.t!.!./..J.f.::O:__ ___ _ 

Date of compliance ~~ I /10 Elcpfanation (11 apptOpriate): 

1. Days of noncompliance (0 s-
2. Number of tanks'--"'------

· PART 2 • ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

Avoided Expendttures.~;J=(,ct'\c__ __ _ Basis: ______________ _ 

Delayed Expendnures i k I 00 

Weighted Tax Rate 0. 3'i { 3 'i ?. ) 
lntet8SI Rate 0. llrl ( 15, 11.) 

Basis: Ct>sf ,f,c C!i +b eef,-c ~~tgd,·<M 
I 

Source: ifiT!R .for I !llowt£ > / 3'$£ 000 

Source: Be-.J rrtodt,/ {~'ivi!<t r!IU9""'te<>fi.) 

IWOIOEO • ~~o\- .. a.'folo!-.1 x \nletMI x Num ..... u x 11 • Wel9htod lox Rete) 
COSTS Expendfturea Expendfturee ol Dm 

3650~ 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: __ u_ _____ _ 
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I 
DElAYED COSTS z Delayed E>cpenc!l!uree 1 lnttree! X Number of Qm 

385 Doyto 

De. " 
:{ (, 100 t . Itt; I • IO'fi" 

:?llo 

4. CalCulated Delayed Cost: __ ~i~3!..!/:..!~~---

5. Economic Benefl Component: $ "3 I ~ 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

. 
(cany llgure to une 16). 

PART 3. MATRIX VALUE FOR ntE GRAVIlY-aASED COMP~ENT 

Potential for Harm: mod(. af::t 

6. Matrix Value (MV): f SOD 

7. Per-tank MV: i I 0 0 0 
(Uno 2 x Uno 6) 

Extent o1 Deviation fY/odeor Q 
(ITom documant page 16 or Appendix A) 

(II violation is per laciHty, the amcunt on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on une 6) 

I PART 4 • VIOlATONPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

Percentage X Matrix = Dollar 
Change Value Adjustment 

I 

(+ !!!: ·l (+!![·! Justlllcation for Adj~ment: . 

8. Degree of cooperation{ 
'-•""'P"".) "''!"~ +0 .., .. ~J .. , 
YI<:Jof> f>"M~ •"d P':) pt"'4/, 

C2 :{JOr2Q noncooperation Q 

9. Degree of willfulness 
A-s" ""+r""'~ .., .. r£..k,s, Co""P' 

of" 50'· 1/000 ds-oo ~oJo..kR J,,. "<! b«YI • war~ of 
or negligence: -111<: '~'f'-''"ewt "" fs 

10. History or 
~sv?. +f.s?>o 'R-<I'i4 .... l ,,.~r .. frHl ..,;-H.-, +wo 

noncompliance: t-tooo C. c£ M ; n i's~ fi v< o rd..Lr<i. 

11. un;que factors: Q $/000 0 l'l(lt 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value id.OOO 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 
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' 

.. 

V">YVt:.M UlrectiVB ::tblU.lC: 

I .UST PENALTY COMPUTAliON WORKSHEET I 
I .·PART 15 • ORAVITY-IIASED COMPONENT I 
Level of 
Environmental Sensitivity wtaL.....h JUS!jfica!loo; 'ficdd"'f is /ocqflcf ;., 

( ~ s .~ ...... ·.J fi "et. w ;-H, /'!0 "., .. r ~ 
13. ESM (homdocumentPage21) (.£ drinl:.i"J- ..,.t;r v~f/s or ...,ild k 

r~up+.>n . #ow-ever, tfJn:< v<tl w,....(,J 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) {. 5 TN:r _,.,,f """'J ,.,. f>'IM <> re {L., S~ 
pr?>dver. · 

Envlronment1l D~ of 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT • Adjuated Mllrlx Volue x Senoftlvlty x Noncomplillnce 

Multiplier Multiplier 

G~c, 1:;(ooo , t.5' , 1.s " $'-ISOO 

15. Gravity-Based Component: 1 '{GPO 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

I PART 6 ·INITIAL PENALTY TARGET FIGURE 
I 

16. Economic Benefit Component $ '31 "6 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component $ 4 !:JOO 
~rom Une 15) 

18. 1nnial Penalty Target Figure ~ .l.f ~ f 51 
(Une 16 + una 17) 

SIGNATURE DATE, ___ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE '' :n<'~o 1 ~ 
. ' 0 

I hereby certify that on July 28, 2010, a true and correct copy of the origimif.Determinatioll Oift, 
Violation, Compliance Order, and Notice of Right to Request a Hearing (U.S. EPA Docket No. 
RCRA-09-2010-0009) was sent, along with a copy of 40 C.F.R. Part22 Consolidated Rules of 
Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil Penalties and the 
Revocationffermination or Suspension of Permits, via United Parcel Service, Next Day 
Delivery, to: 

Samuel Rodriguez 
Sunrise Valero Market 
4811 E. Sunrise Dr. 
Tucson, Arizona 95718 

A copy of the tracking forms showing proof ·yon July 29, 2010 are attached hereto as 
Exhibit A. 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

Mr. Samuel Rodriquez- Ibarra 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

JUN 21 ZOIO 

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 7000-1670-0009-3122-4451 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Sunrise Valero Market aka Sunrise Oil, Inc. 
4811 East Sunrise Drive 
Tucson, Arizona 

Re: In the matter of SUNRISE VALERO MARKET aka SUNRISE OIL, INC. 
and SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ-IBARRA 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Determination of 
Violation 
U.S. EPA Docket No. RCRA 09-2010-0009 

Dear Mr. Rodriquez: 

Enclosed is a copy of a Determination of Violation, Complaint Order and Notice of Right 
to Request a Hearing ("Complaint") filed pursuant to Section 9006 of the Solid Waste Disposal 
Act, commonly referred to as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), 42 
U.S.C. § 6991e. The Complaint alleges that you, Samuel Rodriquez-Ibarra, and Sunrise Valero 
Market aka Sunrise Oil, Inc. (collectively, "Respondents"), violated Sections 9003 of RCRA, 42 
U.S.C. § 699lb, and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto at Title 40 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations ("40 CFR") §§ 280.20(b)(2), 280.20(c), and 280.45. The violations alleged are 
more specifically described in the Complaint. 

Please take note of the part of the enclosed Complaint entitled "Notice of Right to 
Request a Hearing." Respondents are required to respond to this Complaint within thi1ty (30) 
days of the receipt of the Complaint. If Respondents fail to file an answer to this Complaint with 
the Regional Hearing Clerk within thirty (30) days of receipt, the attached Compliance Order 
shall automatically become a final order and the failure to file an answer may constitute an 
admission of all facts alleged in the Complaint and a waiver of Respondents' rights to a hearing. 

Copies of the following documents are included for your information: ( 1) the 
Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil Penalties and 
the RevocationfTermination or Suspension of Permits (40 C.F.R. Part 22); and (2) the U.S. EPA 
Penalty Guidance For Violations of UST Regulations (OSWER Directive 9610.12, November 
14. 1990). 



If you wish to discuss this complaint, you may contact Ms. La Donna Thomas, 
Environmental Protection Specialist, at (415) 972-3375 or by email at thomas.ladonna@epa.gov 
or have your attorney contact Ms. Mimi Newton, Assistant Regional Counsel, at (415) 972-3941 
or at newton.mimi@epa.gov. 

Enclosures 

Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of Civil Penalties and 
the Revocation/Termination or Suspension of Permits (40 C.F.R. Part 22) 

U.S. EPA Penalty Guidance For Violations ofUST Regulations (OSWER Directive 9610.12, 
November 14, 1990) 


